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Tidal currents help shape coastal marine environments and are essential in the life
cycles of many marine and diadromous fishes. Areas with strong tidal currents are also
targeted by humans for energy extraction via marine hydrokinetic (MHK) turbines. The
effects of these devices on fishes are difficult to predict because the presence and
behavior of fish within fast tidal currents is largely unstudied. Based at a tidal energy site
in Cobscook Bay, Maine, this work sought to characterize nearfield fish responses to an
MHK device, to describe the natural presence of fish at the site, and to provide guidance
for monitoring MHK device effects in these highly dynamic environments. A bottommounted hydroacoustic echosounder monitored the behavior of fish 7-14 m away from
the static MHK device for several weeks. Fish mainly moved with the current, but those
approaching the device showed signs of avoidance via slight divergence from the main
current direction. The same echosounder was used to collect a two-year time series of
hourly fish passage rate at turbine depth after device removal. Fish passage rate, and
therefore potential encounter rate with the turbine, varied greatly over multiple time
scales, and reflected the dominant environmental patterns, including tidal, diel, lunar, and
seasonal cycles. When simulated discrete surveys of fish presence were informed by

these cyclic components (e.g., 24-hr surveys occurring at the same lunar stage throughout
the year), variation in the results was reduced. This approach to discrete survey design at
tidal energy sites could increase the power of before-after-control-impact comparisons to
detect device effects without requiring expensive continuous or high-frequency sampling
over the long-term. Additionally, deconvolution techniques applied to narrow-angle (7°)
single beam data yielded target strength distributions comparable to corresponding split
beam data. Depending on study aims, the use of single beam echosounders could
substantially reduce study costs while supplying sufficient information on device effects
for use in management decisions. Results from Cobscook Bay are likely applicable to
other study sites with similar environmental forcing, but study designs and results should
be considered in the context of each site’s fish assemblage.
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CHAPTER 1
FISH BEHAVIOR NEAR A STATIC TIDAL ENERGY DEVICE
1.1 Abstract
Tidal energy is a developing form of renewable energy that uses free-standing
turbines to generate electricity from tidal currents. The effects of these marine
hydrokinetic (MHK) devices on fish are uncertain but of concern. Interactions of fish
with MHK devices, such as avoidance, evasion, blade strike or aggregation, depend on
where and how individuals detect and respond to the device. We investigated the
responses of fish to a non-operational (static) MHK device in Cobscook Bay, ME, USA.
Using a bottom-mounted, side-looking, split beam hydroacoustic echosounder, we
observed the horizontal movements of fish in an area spanning 7-14 m from the face of
the turbine. The fish detected were generally small (on the order of a few cm in length),
and moved almost exclusively with the tidal current. However, when fish were
approaching the device, the presence of the static turbine resulted in a greater difference
between their movement and that of the current, suggesting avoidance. This divergence
of fish movement from the current was present both day and night, suggesting that fish
used visual as well as non-visual (e.g., hearing or lateral line) cues to avoid the obstacle.
When fish were departing from the device, we detected no significant changes in their
horizontal movement relative to fish behavior. Together, these data suggest that fish
avoidance behavioroccurred as far as 18 m upstream of the static device and wake effects
on behavior did not extend beyond 7 m downstream. Operating turbines would emit
different physical cues than a static one, and responses would likely differ under those
conditions as well as with fish species and life stage. More information on the visual,
1

acoustic, and hydrodynamic signatures of MHK devices (static and operational), and
sensory response thresholds of the fish likely to encounter them, could inform future
efforts to better understand behavioral responses. Further mechanistic understanding of
cues and their relation to behavior change would aid in predicting effects of single
devices and commercial arrays on individual fish and populations.
1.2 Introduction
Tidal energy is a form of renewable energy converts the kinetic energy of water
currents generated by tidal forces to electricity, using free-standing underwater turbines.
Any fast-flowing water can be used in this way, including ocean currents, tidal streams,
and rivers (Charlier and Finkl 2010). Many different marine hydrokinetic (MHK)
devices have been designed for this purpose, and generally consist of one or more large
turbines and a static support frame or mooring system holding the turbine(s) in place.
Though difficult to estimate, globally, MHK devices may be able to generate up to 180
TWh of energy per year if all sites were fully developed (Jacobson 2009; estimate
excludes riverine applications).
As tidal currents are considered for renewable energy development, concerns
arise regarding the effects of MHK devices on the environment. Deploying MHK
structures in fast-moving ocean (or river) currents is likely to affect the surrounding
ecosystem, but because very few MHK devices have been deployed worldwide, their
actual effects are not yet well understood (Boehlert and Gill 2010, Copping et al. 2016).
Harvesting energy from tidal currents may cause changes to the physical environment,
including flow patterns (Rao et al. 2016, Shapiro 2011), water quality (Wang et al. 2015),
sediment transport (Martin-Short et al. 2015), and underwater noise and electromagnetic
2

fields (Boehlert and Gill 2010). Such environmental alterations may in turn have
implications for the biotic components of the ecosystem, including seabirds (Waggitt and
Scott 2014), benthic organisms (Broadhurst and Orme 2014), and pelagic animals (e.g.
marine mammals and fish; Gill 2005).
Fish are a key biological component of marine ecosystems and coastal economies,
both of which could be affected by MHK devices. Many fish species target the same
strong tidal currents ideal for tidal energy extraction to carry out large-scale movements
to complete their life cycles (Gibson 2003). Potential effects of MHK devices are diverse
and numerous, from direct effects, such as strike by rotor blades, to less direct effects,
such as population-level responses to altered physical environments or disruption of
migratory pathways (Copping et al. 2016, Boehlert and Gill 2010, Gill 2005). Simply
adding structure to a dynamic environment could also provide new shelter and prove to
be an attractant (Čada and Bevelhimer 2011, Broadhurst et al. 2014, Kramer et al. 2015,
Inger et al. 2009).
Effects of MHK devices on fish can occur on multiple spatial and temporal scales,
and these effects are being explored with a combination of laboratory and field studies.
In the laboratory, fish responses to MHK turbines can be examined at very close-range
(within 1-2 m), blade strike can be observed, and rates of survival and injury of entrained
fish can be calculated, which is currently virtually impossible in a field setting. These
flume laboratory studies indicate high survival rates (>90%) for the species entrained in
MHK turbines, with behavior, injury, and survival being species- and size-dependent
(Amaral et al. 2015, Castro-Santos and Haro 2015). Efforts in the field have so far
focused on two spatial scales: the near-field (within the first few meters of MHK
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devices), and the far-field (the general area of MHK devices, e.g. >10 m away). Nearfield studies of fish interactions with MHK turbines in the field echo results of laboratory
studies, finding that behavior approaching a turbine depends on fish size, species, and
turbine visibility (Hammar et al. 2013, Bevelhimer et al. 2015, Viehman and Zydlewski
2015a). Farther-field studies (hundreds of meters from MHK turbines) have focused on
predicting the probability for spatial and temporal overlap of MHK turbines and fish
based on natural fish distributions. These studies indicate that the probability of
interactions varies on a wide range of temporal scales (Seitz et al. 2011, Bradley et al.
2015, Staines et al. 2015, Shen et al. 2016, Viehman et al. 2015, Viehman and Zydlewski
2015b, Chapter 3).
A gap in knowledge exists between the near-field (within meters) and the far-field
(hundreds of meters) of MHK devices. Shen et al. (2016) made progress toward linking
these two spatial scales in the field by conducting hydroacoustic transects over an MHK
device, analyzing fish presence in the space from 10 m to 200 m upstream of the turbine.
The numbers of fish detected over this distance showed some evidence of avoidance
beginning as far as 140 m upstream. Shen et al. (2016) combined data on the vertical
distributions of fish in the region (Staines et al. 2015, Viehman et al. 2015) with nearfield behavioral observations (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015a) to model the probability
that fish would encounter the device. They concluded that the probability of fish
upstream of the device encountering the turbine was 0.058 (0.043, 0.073 = 95% CI), and
the probability of entrainment in the turbine was on the order of 0.028 (0.022, 0.037).
This model relied on what was known of fish behavior as they approach the device at
distances less than 10 m (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015a), but there remains a need to
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determine at what ranges, beyond 10 m, fish begin to respond. This distance depends on
many environmental and biological factors, including (but not limited to) how the device
alters the physical environment, the ability of the life stages of fish species present to
sense those alterations, how individual fish perceive the device (e.g., as a threat to be
avoided), and the ability of individuals to control their movement within the tidal current
(Lima et al. 2015, Weihs and Webb 1984, Kim and Wardle 2003).
The presence of a static MHK device, be it the unmoving structural components
or the turbine itself during slack tides, may affect fish and the surrounding ecosystem
(Boehlert and Gill 2010, Copping et al. 2016, Frid et al. 2012). Very little has been
published on the effects of the MHK device infrastructure. However, other static offshore
platforms have been reviewed in this context (Kramer et al. 2015). The static portion of
MHK devices could act as an artificial reef, providing hard surfaces for the attachment of
sea life and shelter for various species, including fish (Broadhurst and Orme 2014,
Wilhelmsson and Langhamer 2014). Hydraulic shelter is structure that creates areas of
low-velocity water in an otherwise high-velocity flow field, and has mainly been
examined in the context of river channel usage by resident and migratory fishes (Čada
and Bevelhimer 2011). Some evidence of the use of MHK device structures as hydraulic
shelter in tidal flows has been reported. Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a) observed fish
pausing within the wake (within 3 m) of a test MHK device in the field, but because the
fish were quite small it was unclear whether this was voluntary use of shelter or if the fish
were caught within the turbulent flow. Broadhurst et al. (2014) found that pollack
(Pollachius pollachius) aggregated around an MHK device, particularly at lower current
speeds (< 2 m·s-1). They speculated that predatory fish like these may be inclined to use
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the sheltered area downstream of such obstacles to lie in wait for passing prey, a common
predation method in many fish species. Aggregation of fish downstream of MHK device
structures may have effects at higher trophic levels, where marine mammals and diving
birds could also target areas adjacent to MHK turbines to forage (Waggitt and Scott 2014,
Williamson et al. 2015).
This study examines the behavior of fish in the vicinity of a static MHK device at
distances between those examined by near-field and far-field studies that have occurred
to date, 7-14 m from the turbine face. Fish behavior was observed with a bottommounted split-beam echosounder, both in 2013 when a complete MHK device was
present (i.e. bottom support frame and turbine, with the brake applied and therefore
static) and in 2014 when the turbine was absent from the device (only the bottom support
frame remained). Fish behavior was examined upstream and downstream of the MHK
turbine, the former for signs of avoidance and the latter for signs of wake effects such as
those seen by Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a). Upstream observations made at this
static MHK device may be applied to understand fish behavior at an operational device.
For example, the range at which fish detect and react to a static MHK device may
represent a minimum distance of detection and avoidance for a rotating, powergenerating MHK turbine.
1.3 Methods
The MHK device studied was the Ocean Renewable Power Company, LLC
(ORPC) TidGen® Power System (Fig 1.1). The system consists of four helical cross-flow
rotors aligned along a central axis, with a permanent magnet generator at the center.
Each rotor has a diameter of 2.8 m and length of 5.6 m. A bottom support frame holds
6

the turbine 6.7 m above the sea floor, for a total device height of 9.5 m. When
operational, this turbine begins to rotate at current speeds of approximately 1 m·s-1 (from
either direction), with a maximum rotational velocity of approximately 40 rpm (ORPC
2013). A device of this design was deployed in Cobscook Bay, Maine, in August 2012.
It operated until the brake was applied to the turbine in April 2013, after which time the
turbine did not rotate (was static). The turbine was removed in July 2013, though the
bottom support frame remained on the sea floor. This study used data collected while the
turbine was present but static (April to July 2013), and data collected at the same time the
following year (April to July 2014), when only the bottom support frame was present.

Fig 1.1 Ocean Renewable Power Company’s TidGen® Power System. The TidGen® was
deployed in outer Cobscook Bay, Maine from August 2012 to July 2013.

The TidGen® was deployed in outer Cobscook Bay, Maine (Fig 1.2). At this
location, the tidal range is approximately 6 m, and current speed ranges from 0 to
approximately 2 m·s-1 over the course of a tidal cycle (Viehman et al. 2015, Brooks
2006). In Cobscook Bay, the fish community changes dramatically over the course of a
year, with strong seasonal cycles in both the species and life stages of fish present (Vieser
2014). The extensive intertidal areas of the inner bays are highly productive and serve as
nursery habitats for the juveniles of many fish species. Based on physical sampling in
May and June 2013 (Vieser 2014), fish present while the turbine was present and static
7

were likely to be mainly larval Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) and juvenile winter
flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus), as well as a lesser number of juveniles of
several other species. Physical sampling at the site in May 2014 (while the turbine was
absent) mainly captured juvenile red hake (Urophycis chuss) and adult Atlantic herring
(Zydlewski et al. 2016).

Fig 1.2 Map of study area. Location of bottom-mounted echosounder shown in right panel, at the
location of Ocean Renewable Power Company’s TidGen® Power System.

Acoustic data were collected using a calibrated 200 kHz, 7° split beam Simrad
EK60 echosounder installed by ORPC in August 2012 on the sea floor near the TidGen®
bottom support frame (Fig 1.3). The echosounder was mounted 3.3 m above the sea
floor, 45.7 m from the TidGen® support frame, and angled 6.2° above horizontal. The
transducer was angled away from the turbine using a pan and tilt unit until most
backscatter from the turbine support structure was no longer visible in the echogram
(approximately 10.2° between the acoustic beam’s central axis and the face of the
turbine). The echosounder sampled an approximately conical volume of water 5 times
per second, using a pulse duration of 0.256 ms and transmit power of 120 W. The current
flowed approximately perpendicular to the sampled volume, though this varied slightly
8

between ebb and flood tides (Fig 1.3b). Most fish moved with the current and were
therefore detected by several sequential pings as they passed through the acoustic beam,
even at peak tidal flows.

Fig 1.3 Echosounder and TidGen® setup. (a) Side view; (b) view from above. The “turbine” zone of
the sampled volume is indicated by the darker hatched region, and the “beside” zone by the lighter hatched
region. The median current direction for each tidal stage, estimated from fish heading data (see text), is
shown at right in (b).

Only the sampled volume at the depth of the turbine was used in this study,
spanning 6.7 to 9.5 m above the sea floor (Fig 1.3a). This analysis volume was then
partitioned into two zones: the “turbine” zone, which was directly aligned with the
turbine face, and the “beside” zone, which included the area sampled to the side of the
turbine. The inner 5° of the sampled volume were used in analyses (see below).
Data were collected while the turbine was present and its brake was applied
(static, not rotating), which occurred from April 25 to July 5 2013. Data could not be
collected while the turbine was fully operating (rotating at current speeds > 1 m·s-1 and
generating power) because the cable carrying the generated power to the shore interfered
9

with the echosounder data transfer cable at these times. The echosounder continued to
collect data after the turbine was removed in July 2013, so a comparison dataset was
selected when the turbine was absent (though the bottom support frame was still present),
spanning April 24 to July 5 2014. Matching the dates of the ‘absent’ dataset to that of the
‘braked’ one helped best match the species and life stages of fish during the two
collection periods, despite seasonal changes, though interannual variability could not be
controlled.
The echosounder operated nearly continuously, but there were several gaps in
data collection due to technical issues or necessary shut-down of the echosounder during
turbine-related activities, such as diver inspection (Table 1.1). The final dataset included
38 complete days of data collected while the turbine was present and static and 63 days
collected while the turbine was absent. More gaps occurred while the turbine was present.
Table 1.1 Summary of hydroacoustic data collection. Dates of continuous data collection by
the bottom-mounted echosounder at the TidGen® site in Cobscook Bay, ME.
Turbine state
Year
Dates of continuous
Total time in dataset
data collection
Turbine present, static
2013
4/25 - 5/02
38 days
5/07 - 5/14
5/24 - 6/04
6/26 - 7/05
Turbine absent
2014
4/24 - 5/27
63 days
(bottom support frame present)
6/04 - 6/26
6/30 - 7/05

1.3.1 Data processing
Acoustic data were processed using Echoview® software (6.1, Myriax, Hobart,
Australia). There were several types of ‘noise’ in the data (signals not from individual
fish) that had to be removed before fish could be tracked. These included small, non-fish
targets (e.g., large zooplankton), interference from the surface and entrained air near the
10

surface, schools of fish (in which individual fish could not be tracked accurately), and a
mobile object that frequently appeared in the beam during ebb tide in the 2013 dataset
(perhaps a rope attached to the seafloor; Fig 1.4). Target strength (TS) measures the
proportion of sound energy that is reflected back to the transducer by an object. A TS
threshold of -50 dB was used to eliminate most signal from small, non-fish targets and
fish less than roughly 4 cm in length (Love 1971). Surface interference was removed by
limiting the maximum analysis range to 64 m from the transducer face, which is the range
at which entrained air from the surface began interfering with the acoustic signal.
Background noise tended to increase with range but also varied over time with water
height (which changed with the tide) and weather conditions. This type of noise, which
gradually changed over time, was removed using the method developed by De Robertis
and Higginbottom (2007), slightly modified to apply to TS data. Intermittent noise such
as schools, entrained air, and the moving ‘rope’ object was removed using multiple
resampling and masking steps with Echoview® virtual operators. All of these methods
were worked into an Echoview® template, which was then applied to all data using
Echoview®’s scripting module (Fig 1.4).
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Fig 1.4 Processing steps for hydroacoustic data. Data were collected by the bottom-mounted
echosounder near the static TidGen® device in Cobscook Bay, Maine in 2013 and 2014. This example is
from 22:25 to 22:26 on 30 June 2013. The x-axis is time (minutes and seconds after 22:00) and the y-axis is
range from transducer. (a) Raw target strength data (scale in dB, to right of each panel) showing multiple
fish tracks, background noise gradient, and ‘rope’ object near 46 m range. (b) Target strength data with
noise and ‘rope’ removed and -50 dB TS threshold applied. (c) Single targets detected from cleaned target
strength data. (d) Fish tracks (colored lines) overlaid on raw target strength data (in grayscale).

Once noise was removed from the acoustic data, single targets were detected and
fish were tracked using Echoview®’s 4D fish tracking algorithm (Fig 1.4, Table 1.2).
Information about the tracks and the single targets within them were exported from
Echoview® to be further processed in R (3.1.1, R Core Team, Vienna, Austria).
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Table 1.2 Single target and fish tracking parameters. Parameters were used in Echoview®
software to detect and track individual fish.
Parameter
Value
Process
Single target
TS threshold
-50 dB
detection
Pulse length determination level
6.00 dB
Minimum normalized pulse length
0.20
Maximum normalized pulse length
2.00
Beam compensation model
Simrad LOBE
Maximum beam compensation
12.00 dB
Maximum standard deviation of:
Minor-axis angles
0.500°
Major-axis angles
0.500°
Single target
Angle filters:
filters
Minor-axis range
-2.5° – 2.5°
Major-axis range
-2.5° – 2.5°
Pulse length filters:
Pulse length at 18 dB range (normalized)
0.40 – 1.50
Fish tracking
Data
4D
Alpha (major, minor, range)
0.7, 0.7, 0.8
Beta (major, minor, range)
0.5, 0.5, 0.5
Exclusion distance (major, minor, range)
1.5, 1.5, 0.5 m
Missed ping expansion (major, minor, range)
0, 0, 0 %
Weights:
Major axis
0
Minor axis
0
Range
0
TS
0
Ping gap
0
Minimum number of single targets in a track
5 targets
Minimum number of pings in a track
5 pings
Maximum gap between single targets
3 pings

Single target detection and fish tracking parameters were chosen to exclude the
worst-quality data from fish tracks, but visual inspection of fish tracks after they were
exported from Echoview® indicated that some error remained. This was particularly true
within the ranges spanned by the turbine, where echoes from the support frame, turbine
(when present), and sea surface and bottom interfered with the location data of detected
fish (i.e., the angular measurements along the major and minor axes of the beam). Many
tracks that were detected in the area of the turbine had accurate range measurements and
minor-axis angle estimates (position in the beam’s horizontal cross-section), but highly
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variable major-axis angle measurements (position in the beam’s vertical cross-section;
Fig 1.5a). For this reason, the following analyses were carried out in 2 dimensions,
focusing only on fish heading (movement trajectory in the horizontal plane, relative to
north) and ignoring fish inclination (movement trajectory in the vertical plane, relative to
horizontal).
Even after limiting analyses to the horizontal plane, some poor-quality tracks
needed to be identified and removed from the 2D dataset. Poor-quality tracks were
therefore those that were physically improbable. These were tracks with highly tortuous
paths (Fig 1.5c,d), which were unlikely to be accurate. given the speed of the current and
the short time each fish spent within the beam (95% of fish detected remained in the
beam for 3 seconds or less. In reality, fish were most likely traveling in a roughly
straight line across the sampled volume (Fig 1.5a,b), consistent with previous
observations at this site (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015a). To help separate good and bad
tracks, a line was fit to each track using the time and position of the track’s single targets.
Six parameters were then calculated (in the horizontal plane) for each track to classify it
as either good or bad: the R2 of the line fit, the ratio of the straight-line distance between
the start and end points and the distance covered by the path, the polarity of the track
segments, the average distance of the track’s single targets from the fitted line, and the
average and standard deviation of the angles between consecutive track segments. Fourhundred tracks were manually scrutinized and categorized as either ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ Half
of these tracks were used to build a general additive model (GAM) to predict track
quality based on the six factors, and half were used to test the model’s accuracy. This
method was found to reduce the prevalence of poor-quality tracks to less than 10% of the
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final dataset. The prevalence of poor-quality tracks was similar (12%) when the model
was fit using the other half of the manually-scrutinized tracks, indicating a consistent
model regardless of the track subset used for fitting. More poor-quality tracks were
present in the turbine zone due to the acoustic interference from the support frame and
the turbine. The numbers of fish reported in each zone are therefore unlikely to represent
the true proportion of fish that passed through each, but their direction of movement
direction can still be used to assess their responses to the turbine. After poor-quality
tracks were removed from the dataset, the fitted line of each remaining track was used to
define fish heading, i.e., the direction of the track with respect to north.
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Fig 1.5 Example fish tracks. Two tracks of individual fish detected during the flooding tide,
collected using a side-looking split beam echosounder in Cobscook Bay, Maine. (a) Single
targets (spheres) and fitted line (black line) of a fish track classified as “good” in the horizontal
plane, showing the typical high variation in the vertical dimension. (b) Same track as in A,
shown in the horizontal plane with fitted line (black), true North (N), fish heading (black arrow),
median direction of the tidal current (red arrow), and divergence of fish heading. (c) Poor-quality
(“bad”) track with fitted line (black). (d) Same track as in c, shown in horizontal plane. Single
target color indicates order of detection (red = first point, blue = last point). Axes are in meters,
with the origin at the center of the turbine face: the x axis is parallel to the turbine face, with the
positive direction away from the transducer; the y axis is perpendicular to the turbine face, with
the positive direction away from the turbine; and the z axis is vertical, with the positive direction
upward.
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1.3.2 Data analysis
The metric used to assess device effects on fish behavior was fish heading
divergence: the difference between each fish heading and the direction of the water
current. Generally speaking, at this site, fish move almost exclusively with the current
during the flowing tides and exhibit random ‘milling’ behavior at slack tides when
current speed is low (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015a). If fish normally travel with the
current, departure from the direction of the current may indicate a change in their regular
behavior, such as avoidance of the turbine or response to its wake.
We approximated water current direction as the median fish heading for each
individual tide. This approach was validated by comparing current speed data from an
ADCP briefly deployed on the sea floor at this site in March 2013 to concurrent fish
heading data collected using the same hydroacoustic setup from this study (Fig 1.6). Fish
heading in the March 2013 data followed a square-wave pattern (Fig 1.6a), with shifts
between high and low values corresponding to periods of slack tide as indicated by the
ADCP velocity data (Fig 1.6b). This pattern was very similar to current direction
measured and modeled at a nearby location by Xu et al. (2006). Additionally, fish
heading during the ebb and flood tides aligned very well with the average current
directions at this site (approximately 120° and 285°, respectively; ORPC personal
communication). Based on the March 2013 data, slack tides were defined as the 2-hour
periods which encompassed each shift in fish heading between ebb and flood directions.
For the current study, the times of these shifts were determined for the duration of the
dataset by fitting a sinusoidal model with tidal periodicities to the fish heading data, as
shown in Fig 1.6a and Chapter 3.
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Fig 1.6 Fish heading and current velocity. Example from data collected at the TidGen® site in
March 2013. (a) Individual fish heading (gray points) shown with fitted tidal model (dashed line)
used to calculate times of slack tide (gray areas). (b) Current velocity collected concurrently by
a bottom-mounted ADCP at the same site.

Once slack tide periods were removed from the data, the median fish heading for
each individual ebb and flood tide was used as current direction during that time. If
fewer than 10 fish were present in a given tide, the median was not considered reliable,
and tracks from that tide were omitted from further analysis. Divergence was then
calculated for each fish track as the magnitude of the difference between its heading and
the corresponding estimated tidal current direction. This method helped avoid false
inflation of variation in fish heading due to shifts in flow over time.
Ebb and flood tides were analyzed separately because during flood tide, fish were
approaching the device, and during ebb tide, fish were departing from it. For each tidal
stage, a linear model (function lm in package stats in R) was used to test for effects of
four factors and their interactions on fish divergence from the current: static turbine state
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(absent or present), sampling zone (beside or turbine), diel condition (day or night), and
fish size (TS). The continuous factor, TS, was centered at its mean, and to meet
assumptions of residual normality, the normal scores of divergence were used as the
response variable. The initial models included main factor effects as well as interaction
terms, and final models included only those terms that were found significant at the 5%
level (single terms that were part of significant interaction terms were also included).
1.4 Results
While the static turbine was present (2013), 4,104 good-quality fish tracks were
identified, and 4,696 while the turbine was absent (2014). More fish were tracked beside
the turbine than in the turbine zone during both the flood (Fig 1.7) and ebb (Fig 1.8) tides,
likely due to acoustic inference at turbine-zone ranges. More fish were detected during
the ebb tide than the flood tide. During the flood tide, we detected many more fish at
night than during the day (Fig 1.7), but there was not a large diel difference for the ebb
tide (Fig 1.8).
Over 90% of fish had TS ranging from -48 to -38 dB (Figs 1.7 and 1.8). This TS
range equates to fish lengths of approximately 4 to 11 cm using Love’s general lateralaspect equation, though this relationship varies greatly with fish species and orientation
(Love 1971). TS tended to be higher in the turbine zone than beside the turbine,
indicating larger fish, and this difference was more substantial when the turbine was
present. This apparent difference in size between zones was likely due to acoustic
interference from the MHK device (particularly the turbine), which made weaker acoustic
targets more difficult to track at the further range, where the turbine was located. TS also
appeared higher during the ebb tide than the flood tide, but this may have been due to
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slightly different orientation of the fish with respect to the acoustic beam during different
tide phases than to actual size differences. The ebb tide current, and presumably the fish
moving with it, was more perpendicular to the acoustic beam’s central axis than the flood
tide current (Fig 1.3b), increasing the TS of fish detected at ebb tide relative to those
detected during flood-tide, which would travel at a more oblique angle (Boswell et al.
2009).

Fig 1.7 Target strength of fish detected during the flood tide. Fish moving with the current
would be approaching the MHK device. Shown is the distribution of target strength (TS) of fish
beside the turbine (white boxes) and in the turbine zone (grey boxes) during the day and night, (a)
when the turbine was absent, 2014; (b) when the turbine was present and static, 2013. Horizontal
line is the median, boxes span interquartile range, whiskers span 5th to 95th percentile, and points
indicate minima and maxima. Numbers are sample size of each group.
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Fig 1.8 Target strength of fish detected during the ebb tide. Fish moving with the current
would be departing from the MHK device. Shown is the distribution of target strength (TS) of
fish beside the turbine (white boxes) and in the turbine zone (grey boxes) during the day and
night, (a) when the turbine was absent, 2014; (b) when the turbine was present and static, 2013.
Horizontal line is the median, boxes span interquartile range, whiskers span 5th to 95th percentile,
and points indicate minima and maxima. Numbers are sample size of each group.

Fish divergence from the current direction suggested that fish swam in the
direction of the current when the tide was flowing (Figs 1.9 and 1.10). Ninety-five
percent of all fish trajectories diverged from the current direction by 15° or less. Median
fish heading (e.g., estimated tidal current direction) ranged from 115° to 128° during ebb
tide and from 279° to 290° during the flood tide. Against-current movement was only
visually obvious in the turbine zone at night, when the static turbine was present (Fig
1.9b, lower right panel): approximately 4% of fish diverted more than 100° from the
median direction, whereas no more than ~0.3% did so in any of the other sets of
conditions. During this time, the polarity of the fish headings was 0.91, as opposed to
0.99 for all others (polarity of 0 would indicate completely random headings, and 1
would indicate completely uniform).
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Fig 1.9 Fish heading and divergence during the flood tide. Fish moving with the current
would be approaching the MHK device. Histograms are heading ivergence from current
direction, and inset rose diagrams are fish heading relative to North. (a) When the turbine was
absent, 2014; (b) when the turbine was present and static, 2013. White and black bars correspond
to the beside-turbine zone and turbine zone, respectively. Gray background indicates night. The
number of fish (n) and the polarity of their headings (P) are shown for each group.

Fig 1.10 Fish heading and divergence during the ebb tide Fish moving with the current
would be departing from the MHK device. Histograms are heading ivergence from current
direction, and inset rose diagrams are fish heading relative to North. (a) When the turbine was
absent, 2014; (b) when the turbine was present and static, 2013. White and gray bars correspond
to the beside-turbine zone and turbine zone, respectively. Gray background indicates night. The
number of fish (n) and the polarity of their headings (P) are shown for each group.
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Linear models fit to flood and ebb tide data were both statistically significant
(model p-values < 0.05), suggesting a relationship between the dependent variable (fish
divergence) and independent variables (turbine state, zone, diel stage, and TS). The
model fits were low, accounting for only 2.0% and 0.6% of the variation in fish
divergence for flood and ebb tides, respectively. The model therefore had little predictive
power. However, it did indicate that several factors affected fish behavior.
During the flood tide, when fish would have been approaching the MHK device,
turbine state and sampling zone had statistically significant main effects on fish
divergence at the 5% level (Table 1.3). There were also interaction effects involving
turbine state, sampling zone, and diel stage. Given these interaction effects, the fitted
values of the model for each combination of factors can best illustrate the relative
differences in divergence (Fig 1.11). These modeled values indicated that when the
turbine was absent, divergence was greater beside the turbine than in the turbine zone
during the day, but at night, there was no zone effect (Fig 1.11a). When the static turbine
was present, divergence was greater in the turbine zone than beside the turbine during
both day and night (Fig 1.11b). Divergence was higher at night for both sampling zones,
but the difference between zones was greater during the day.
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Table 1.3 Linear model of fish heading divergence. Divergence is the difference between fish
heading and median direction. Shown are model results from fish detected during the flood tide
(when fish would have been approaching the MHK device).
Model term
Coefficient
Standard
P-value
estimate
error
Intercept
0.208
0.058
<0.001
Turbine state (static)
-0.554
0.090
<0.001
Zone (turbine)
-0.348
0.104
0.001
Diel stage (night)
-0.110
0.066
0.095
Turbine state (static):zone (turbine)
0.855
0.194
<0.001
Turbine state (static):diel stage (night)
0.363
0.098
<0.001
Zone (turbine):diel stage (night)
0.349
0.119
0.003
Turbine state (static):zone (turbine):diel stage (night)
-0.475
0.223
0.033
Adjusted R2
0.019
Model p-value
<0.001

Fig 1.11 Normal scores of divergence estimated by the linear model. Graphical
representation of the model summarized in Table 1.3, showing main and interaction effects of
significant factors: turbine state (static turbine absent or present), diel stage (day or night), and
sampling zone (beside or turbine). (a) Static turbine absent; (b) static turbine present. White and
gray points correspond to the beside-turbine zone and turbine zone, respectively. Gray areas
indicate night.

During the ebb tide, when fish would have been departing from the MHK device,
the only significant factor affecting divergence was TS (coefficient estimate: 0.038;
standard error: 0.012; p-value: 0.001). This indicated that larger fish showed greater
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variation in movement with respect to the current than smaller fish, but divergence was
not influenced by turbine state, diel stage, or sampling zone.
1.5 Discussion
Fish approaching the MHK device responded to the static turbine at the distances
observed. The fish sampled were mainly small, likely on the order of a few cm in length,
and they generally traveled in the same direction as the tidal current. However, those
directly upstream of the static turbine showed more variable movement with respect to
the current than those that were to the side. This difference occurred when the static
turbine was present but was not apparent when the turbine was absent, and suggests
turbine avoidance. Previous studies of fish evasion of operating MHK devices have
sampled the first few meters from the turbine and observed evasion (Hammar et al. 2013,
Viehman and Zydlewski 2015a). As we observed a volume spanning 7-14 m from the
face of the static TidGen® turbine, our results suggest the range of MHK device effects
on fish behavior extends at least 18 m upstream, and perhaps farther for an operating
device. Shen et al. (2016) carried out transects over an MHK device similar to the
TidGen® with a rotating, but not generating, turbine, and they found evidence that fish
were moving out of the path of the device as far as 140 m upstream.
Reactions to the static turbine that we observed were generally confined to smallscale adjustments in trajectory, as most fish (95% of tracks) diverged 15° or less from the
current direction. Evasion maneuvers have been observed to range from small-scale
adjustment to complete reversal of movement (Hammar et al. 2013, Viehman and
Zydlewski 2015a), but these studies occurred within a few m of the devices and involved
rotating turbines. At the distances from the turbine which we sampled here, slight
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deflection from the strong current is likely an effective and energy-efficient method of
downstream obstacle avoidance. For the small fish that we sampled, it may also be the
only possible maneuver, as fish swimming power is directly related to length (Beamish
1978). Fish of Cobscook Bay are generally small, and consist mainly of juveniles of
multiple species (Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016). During this study, a large portion
of fish sampled were likely larval or recently-metamorphosed juvenile Atlantic herring
(Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016), which would be weak swimmers relative to the
tidal current. In their transects over a similar ORPC device, in August 2014, Shen et al.
(2016) observed slightly larger fish, which were likely a mix of juvenile Atlantic herring
(~20 cm) and adult Atlantic mackerel (~30 cm; Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016).
Those fish would be stronger swimmers than the ones observed here in Apr-Jun 2012
and 2013, and they, too, moved almost exclusively with the current. As their numbers
decreased beginning 140 m upstream, and vertical distribution did not change, they too
were likely using small movements to avoid the downstream obstacle.
At multiple meters upstream of an MHK device, small movements in relation to
the current may be the chosen method of avoidance for both the small (< 10 cm) and
large (10-30 cm) fish. Within a few meters of the turbine, size may be of greater
importance to evasive behavior. In the first 3 m upstream of a rotating MHK turbine,
Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a) found that small fish (10 cm and under) tended to enter
the turbine if it was in their path, with at most 2% actively evading by swimming up,
down, or against the current. Larger fish (most of which were still less than 20 cm) had a
greater likelihood of evading the turbine (up to 11%), likely due to greater
maneuverability in the fast currents. Studies of fish responses to trawls have also found
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close-range evasion to be stronger in larger fish (e.g., Rakowitz et al. 2012 and Sajdlová
et al. 2015). Fish size, and therefore species and life stage, is therefore an important
factor when considering if and how fish avoid MHK devices.
Avoidance of an MHK device also depends on whether fish can detect the device,
and at what range this occurs. Fish have a variety of sensory systems to alert them to
approaching objects, including visual and auditory senses and the lateral line system,
which is sensitive to the local flow field and may play a role in detecting distant, lowfrequency sounds (Popper and Schilt 2008, Bleckmann and Zelick 2009, Evans 1993).
As we saw evidence of avoidance during both day and night, fish were likely detecting
and responding to visual cues and non-visual cues (e.g. acoustic and hydrodynamic) from
the device. The turbine had a larger effect on fish divergence from the current during the
day than at night, indicating that sight played an important role in eliciting avoidance
behavior. This agrees with the close-range studies by Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a)
and Rakowitz et al. (2012), which found the probability of turbine and trawl evasion,
respectively, to be higher during the day than at night. However, at night we also
observed a small portion of fish (~4%) in the turbine zone that moved against the current,
which was not seen during the day or beside the turbine. It is possible that in the absence
of vision, the acoustic and hydrodynamic cues of the static device evoked stronger and
less uniform reactions to its presence. This would be in agreement with the less-directed
responses of herring to obstacles in the dark (Blaxter and Batty 1985) and of various fish
species to approaching trawls at night (Rakowitz et al. 2012).
We cannot rule out that the behavioral difference which we observed at night
could be related to different species or life stages of fish being sampled at that time.
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During the flood tide, many more fish were detected at night than during the day, which
could have been the result of the activity of nocturnal species within the water column
(Reebs 2002, Vieser 2014), or of schools spreading out at night and the individuals from
the schools becoming trackable (Pitcher 2001). The result of either would be sampling a
different community of fish at night than during the day, and therefore comparing the
responses of fish with different sensory and locomotory abilities. TS during day and
night indicated that fish size did not change dramatically, but different species may
respond to the same cues in different ways. Species-dependent responses have been
observed for other MHK devices. Amaral et al. (2015) and Castro-Santos and Haro
(2015) found fish responses to turbines in laboratory flumes to be species-dependent,
with turbine responses related to each species’ swimming behavior (e.g., active rheotaxis
or passive drifting) and direction of travel (upstream- or down-stream migrating).
Hammar et al. (2013) found the same in the field, where they observed certain species
(mainly predatory fish) to be approach MHK turbines more than others, hypothesizing
that they were ‘bolder’ individuals. The species of fish present at a tidal power site and
how species composition changes over time must therefore be considered when
predicting or interpreting their responses to MHK devices, as the type of response will
largely determine the risk of entrainment, injury, and mortality.
In this study, we examined fish movement in the horizontal plane, but it is also
possible that fish responses to the MHK device were taking place in the vertical plane
(i.e., swimming upward or downward to avoid the upcoming turbine). Diving is
commonly observed as the primary reaction of fish to disturbances such as passing
vessels and approaching trawls (Ona et al. 2007, Sajdlová et al. 2015), often seen before
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lateral movements and at great ranges (450 m, Handegard and Tjøstheim 2005; 75-275
m, Handegard et al. 2003). Additionally, Bevelhimer et al. (2015) found evidence of
downward fish movement 0-15 m from an HK device deployed in the East River, NY.
As such, we cannot rule out vertical avoidance of the TidGen® device at the ranges we
observed. Two other studies carried out at the same site as the present work provided
conflicting evidence of vertical movements in response to MHK devices. In their
transects over the MHK device, Shen et al. (2016) did not observe vertical fish
movements related to the device. On the other hand, Staines et al. (2015) found some
differences in the vertical distributions of fish near the TidGen® (~50 m away) before and
after its installation that may have been related to device presence. The different vertical
distributions may have resulted from vertical movements by fish, but this movement
could not be inferred from the distribution data used when observing these differences.
The acoustic data contamination which prevented us from assessing vertical
movement is a common issue in hydroacoustics, particularly when collecting data near
solid boundaries such as an MHK device, the seafloor, and the sea surface. Possible
methods of addressing this issue include using a narrower beam, (which could reduce
surface and bottom interference), moving the beam farther from the device (though this
could reduce the likelihood of observing fish responses), or using multibeam sonars
(Williamson et al. 2015, Melvin and Cochrane 2014). Additional improvements could
be made to the data processing techniques used here. Automated processing is necessary
for such large datasets, which are too time-consuming to process manually. The
processing method used here was effective at removing many types of noise from the
data, but it was also conservative and likely omitted many useable fish tracks from
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analyses. Improvements to acoustic data processing techniques, such as incorporating
visual signal processing, could help reduce unnecessary data omission. Changing levels
of noise in different parts of the sampled volume resulted in unequal detection
probabilities over time and in different parts of the acoustic beam, making it impossible
to use fish numbers as indicators of turbine effects (e.g., beside vs. turbine zones, or
present vs. absent). However, overall, the diel and tidal differences in fish numbers that
we observed were consistent with a more detailed assessment of temporal patterns of fish
passage rate at this site (Chapter 3) and likely reflected natural patterns as opposed to
device effects.
Unlike the flooding tide, we saw no effects of MHK turbine presence on fish
movement during the ebbing tide, when they would be departing from the device. The
wake of the device can extend over 100 m before flow velocity reaches 90% of its
undisturbed magnitude (Rao et al. 2016), but fish apparently were not responding to it in
a way which we could detect. The only statistically observed effect on fish movement
downstream of the device was of fish TS, which suggested that larger fish were diverging
farther from the current direction than smaller ones, regardless of turbine presence.
Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a) reported that fish were almost always milling in the
wake of the test turbine they examined, though that viewing window extended only 3 m
downstream of the device. Those fish may have been sheltering from the fast currents in
the low-velocity area just behind the turbine structure (Čada and Bevelhimer 2011), or
were potentially disoriented by turbine passage or the sudden change in flow conditions.
Regardless of the cause of the turbine-wake milling behavior, if it was occurring near the
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static TidGen® in the present study, it did not extend beyond 7 m downstream of the
turbine.
To predict and interpret fish responses to MHK devices, we need a better
understanding of the physical signature of the static and dynamic devices. To date,
detailed measurements of the visibility, noise generation, and hydrodynamic signatures of
MHK devices are sparse and spread over a wide range of designs and deployment
configurations (Copping et al. 2014). Measuring these physical conditions around MHK
devices in strong tidal currents poses its own set of challenges (e.g., Martin and Vallarta
2012) but in many cases is more easily accomplished than observing fish behavior at all
the possible spatial and temporal scales of interaction. The distance at which fish detect
and respond to MHK devices will depend on the fish present and site characteristics, as
detection thresholds of fish sensory systems (e.g. vision, hearing, and the lateral line)
vary with species and life stage and their sensitivity is modified by environmental
conditions (Kim and Wardle 2003, Bleckmann and Zelick 2009, Blaxter 1986).
Knowledge of the physical “footprint” of MHK devices, combined with knowledge of the
sensory capabilities of the fish that may encounter them, would aid in planning studies of
fish behavior by identifying where fish are most likely to detect and respond to the
device, and would afterward inform interpretation of study results. Our understanding of
fish sensory abilities is limited, and more information on a wider range of marine species
would be necessary for this approach.
To develop a better understanding of how fish interact with MHK devices, we
should aim to collect concurrent information on the physical signatures of devices and the
behaviors of fish encountering them. Williamson et al. (2015) have taken a step in this
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direction by developing a bottom-mounted monitoring platform that includes multibeam
and split beam echosounders, a flow meter, and a fluorometer, with the possibility for
adding other equipment. Collecting data with these instruments simultaneously may
allow animal behavior to be linked to local physical conditions affected by MHK devices;
for example, fish movement with respect to the turbulence generated downstream.
Studies using integrated approaches such as this will help build a more complete
understanding of how and why MHK devices affect fishes and other marine organisms.
The results of this study and others indicate the effects of an MHK device on fish
will vary with the species and life stages that are present at the same location. At a tidal
energy site, the composition of the fish community is likely to change on a variety of
spatial and temporal scales (Chapter 3, Vieser 2014), and the effects of proposed MHK
devices must be assessed with these changes in mind. As more individual devices are
deployed and monitored, preferably with integrated biological and physical monitoring
systems, we can begin to expand predictions of effects from individual animals and
devices to population-level effects and device arrays. This information can inform the
design and location of MHK device arrays as we seek to responsibly develop this
renewable energy source.
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CHAPTER 2
POTENTIAL OF SINGLE BEAM ECHOSOUNDERS FOR
ASSESSING FISH AT TIDAL ENERGY SITES
2.1 Abstract
Hydroacoustics is a valuable tool for assessing fish presence, relative abundance,
and size. Scientific-grade split beam echosounders provide the most information on
individual fish but can be prohibitively expensive for start-up companies exploring
potential tidal energy development sites where fish interactions with their devices must
be monitored. Commercial-grade, single beam echosounders are significantly less
expensive than split beam echosounders but provide less information as they cannot
correct the echo strengths of individual fish (TS) to account for the effect of the beam
pattern, complicating size and species estimates. Statistical methods, i.e. deconvolution,
exist to correct TS distributions for the beam pattern effect and could expand the utility of
single beam systems for tidal energy site assessment. We applied deconvolution
techniques to single beam data from a study at a tidal energy site in Cobscook Bay,
Maine. Fish were detected in hydroacoustic data collected concurrently with a wideangle (31o) single beam echosounder and a narrow-angle (7o) split beam echosounder in
two 24-hr surveys in August 2012 and March 2013. For each survey, the distribution of
TS data from the split beam echosounder (compensated for beam pattern) was the
reference distribution. This was compared to two deconvolved “single beam” TS
distributions: one from the wide-angle single beam TS data, and one from the narrowangle split beam TS data uncompensated for beam pattern, which represented data from a
narrow-angle single beam. We found that deconvolution was not effective in March,
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when few fish were present (141 and 80 detected fish, for single and split beam,
respectively), but was more effective in August, when more fish were sampled (501 and
377 fish). In August, the deconvolved TS distribution from the wide-angle single beam
did not resemble the reference TS distribution, likely due to a large proportion of
multiple-target echoes being misclassified as single targets. On the other hand, the
deconvolved distribution of the uncompensated split beam TS did resemble the reference
distribution, indicating narrow-angle single beam echosounders may provide good
estimates of fish TS. However, the smaller volume sampled by a narrow beam could also
hamper investigations of shallower, faster sites, or when fewer fish are present. If TS
information is not needed, wide-angle single beam echosounders may be sufficient for
tidal energy site monitoring as they can still provide a relative index of fish density.
Depending on the required information, the use of either single beam system could
greatly reduce costs of environmental assessment for tidal energy developers.
2.2 Introduction
Tidal energy is a new form of renewable energy that uses large, underwater
turbines to convert the kinetic energy of tidally-generated currents to electricity. Few of
these marine hydrokinetic (MHK) devices have been deployed worldwide, so their
environmental effects remain largely unknown. In most permitting procedures,
developers are required to carry out assessments of the environmental effects of their
devices (Jansujwicz and Johnson 2015, Henkel et al. 2013).
Fish are a key part of the marine ecosystem that may be affected by MHK devices
(Copping et al. 2016). Hydroacoustics is one of the best tools for collecting data on fish
at sites targeted for tidal power development (Viehman et al. 2015). Hydroacoustics is a
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type of sonar specialized for detecting fish in the water column, and allows large volumes
of water to be sampled simultaneously with high temporal and spatial resolution
(Simmonds and MacLennan 2005). Additionally, it is well-suited to collecting data in
areas with fast currents and complex bottom bathymetry, where physical sampling
methods, such as trawling, would not be safe or effective (Viehman et al. 2015, Vieser
2014, Williamson et al. 2015).
Echosounding systems range in complexity and accuracy. Scientific-grade splitbeam echosounders allow fish to be tracked within their beam in three dimensions, which
is useful in assessing their responses to stimuli (Chapter 1; McKinstry et al. 2005). The
ability to pinpoint a fish’s location within the acoustic beam also allows their returning
echo strengths to be accurately corrected for the effect of beam pattern (Simmonds and
MacLennan 2005). An acoustic beam ensonifies an approximately conical volume
extending away from the transducer, and is strongest along its central axis (“on-axis”)
and weakens toward the edges (“off-axis”). The acoustic reflection, or target strength
(TS), of a fish on-axis will be recorded at its true strength, but those at greater angles
relative to the central beam axis will be recorded as weaker acoustic targets than they
actually are. If the beam pattern is known, the location of each fish relative to the beam’s
central axis can be used to correct, or compensate, the TS of each individual. The
resulting compensated TS can then be used to roughly estimate fish size and therefore, to
some extent, species (Simmonds and MacLennan 2005). However, the cost of these
systems, upwards of $50,000 US, is often unrealistically high for small-scale tidal
developers, particularly if a site has not yet proven to be worth developing.
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A less expensive alternative is the single beam echosounder, on the order of
$10,000 US, which is the precursor to dual- and split-beam systems. These echosounders
can be used to determine the range of an acoustic target but cannot locate it within the
beam’s cross-section. They therefore cannot be used to track fish in 3D or correct the
returning echoes for beam pattern effects, resulting in less accurate TS and size estimates.
Commercial-grade single beam echosounders are the least expensive, but require careful
calibration by the user since factory calibrations are not as thorough as for scientificgrade equipment. Their lower cost makes them much more attainable for tidal power
developers that are beginning to explore potential sites. However, the information that
can be directly provided by these systems (e.g., TS) is limited without the application of
more involved statistical techniques.
We used a commercial-grade single beam echosounder to conduct the initial
assessments at targeted tidal power sites in Western Passage and Cobscook Bay, Maine
(Viehman et al. 2015). Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC) was interested in
installing its MHK device, the TidGen® power system (Fig 2.1), in one or both of these
channels. Industry regulators were interested in the vertical distribution of fish in the
water column, and if they were likely to encounter the fixed-depth tidal power turbine or
not. Additionally, regulators wanted a baseline index of fish abundance for comparison
to future data that would be collected if development continued.
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Fig 2.1 Ocean Renewable Power Company’s TidGen® Power System. Turbine image
provided by ORPC.

A single beam echosounder was sufficient to meet these research goals, as volume
backscatter (SV), a summation of the acoustic energy reflected within the acoustic beam,
serves as a relative index of fish density that does not require correction for beam pattern
effects. We chose to use a wide-angle (31°), dual-frequency (38 and 200 kHz)
commercial-grade transducer (the Simrad 38/200 Combi W), which we mounted over the
side of a vessel that was moored at each site for 24 hrs. The wide beam allowed us to
sample fish more effectively in the fast currents than a narrow beam, particularly in the
upper part of the water column where the beam was narrowest. The dual frequencies
were useful in separating fish from other sound scatterers, such as zooplankton (Staines et
al., submitted), and we found that fish tended to be densest near the surface or seafloor
(depending on the time of year), outside of the depth of the turbine (Viehman et al. 2015).
Based on the baseline results from that study and other environmental studies carried out
by ORPC and its partners, a pilot license permit was issued to further develop the
Cobscook Bay site (FERC 2012) At that point, more detailed information about fish
became important to regulators, including their sizes, species, and their behavior in
response to the MHK device.
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The necessity for more detailed information on individual fish justified the use of
a scientific-grade split beam echosounder. This was especially needed to study the
movements of individual fish near the MHK device (Chapter 1). However, it is possible
that a single beam echosounder could be sufficient for obtaining information on the TS of
the fish sampled. Before the more complex dual and split beam echosounders were
developed, data from single beam echosounders were corrected for the effect of beam
pattern using statistical techniques, including deconvolution (Clay 1983). While not as
accurate as distributions obtained using individually-compensated fish TS from split
beam systems, some comparisons have found that narrow-angle (7°) single beam TS
distributions corrected in this manner agree well with dual- and split-beam data (Clay and
Castonguay 1996, Rudstam et al. 1999).
Only data from single fish should be used in deconvolution (Clay 1983, Stanton
and Clay 1986), so deconvolution in fisheries hydroacoustics has typically been confined
to narrower acoustic beams. This is because the volume sampled per range increment is
smaller for narrower beams, which lowers the likelihood that multiple fish would pass
through the same sampled volume at once and be falsely recorded as a single fish
(Simmonds and MacLennan 2005). In shallower areas, particularly with fast currents, it
can be beneficial to sample with a wider beam, as fish passing by quickly may be undersampled at closer ranges if the beam is very narrow. We wanted to determine if the
acoustic returns from a wide-angle single beam echosounder could be corrected to
account for the effect of its beam pattern via deconvolution techniques. If so, more
information could be provided by initial site assessments using the wide-angle single
beam echosounder, and we could improve the continuity between initial assessments
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made with the single beam and later assessments carried out with the narrow-angle split
beam. If the method works, a single beam system could be sufficient for much of the
monitoring at tidal energy sites. This could greatly reduce costs for developers while still
providing detailed information for industry regulators.
To assess the utility of the deconvolution method for this application, we used
data collected concurrently with our narrow-angle scientific-grade split beam and wideangle commercial-grade single beam echosounders at the tidal energy site in Cobscook
Bay, Maine. The deconvolution methods of Clay (1983) were applied to the single beam
backscatter data, as well as to the uncompensated split beam backscatter, which is
effectively data from a narrow-angle single beam. These results were compared to
compensated split beam backscatter from the split beam echosounder, which was
assumed to represent reality. In this way, we assessed the utility of wide- and narrowangle single beam echosounders in tidal power site assessment.
2.3 Methods
Data were collected simultaneously with single and split beam echosounders,
using survey protocols at a tidal energy site in Cobscook Bay, Maine (Viehman et al.
2015). The split beam was a Simrad EK60 echosounder with a 7° circular-beam
transducer, and the single beam was the same as that used in initial site assessments: a
Simrad ES60 echosounder with a 38/200 Combi W 31° single beam transducer. The
transducers were mounted over the side of a vessel, which was moored near the TidGen®
(Fig 2.2) for 24 hr per survey, as in Viehman et al. (2015). Both transducers had a ping
rate of 2 s-1 (sampled the water column twice per second). The split beam operated with a
pulse duration of 0.064 ms (vertical resolution of approximately 5 cm) and power of 120
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W, and the single beam used a pulse duration of 0.512 ms (vertical resolution of
approximately 38 cm) and power of 225 W. The single beam system used a longer pulse
duration than the split beam in order to match previously collected data (Viehman et al.
2015), in which a long pulse duration was required to reduce interference between the
single beam and DIDSON acoustic camera that was operating simultaneously.

Fig 2.2 Study area. Location of TidGen® and down-looking 24-hr hydroacoustic surveys shown
in right panel.

Two 24-h surveys were used for these comparisons: one from August 2012 and
one from March 2013. These two surveys were chosen based on the number of fish
present: fish abundance peaks in Cobscook Bay in the late summer into fall, and reaches
a minimum in the winter and early spring (Viehman et al. 2015, Chapter 3). Generally,
deconvolution requires many fish detections in order to work (Simmonds and
MacLennan 2005), so it was necessary to determine if the method could be useful for
data from a typical 24-hr survey when fish were scarcest. These two datasets are typical
of the BACI surveys that we have carried out at this site, and therefore are representative
of the data that would be available for this method in the future.
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The single beam echosounder collected data with 38 kHz and 200 kHz
frequencies. Only the 200 kHz data were used in the following analyses. Future
reference to the single beam data therefore only refers to the 200 kHz frequency.
2.3.1 Echosounder calibration
Both echosounders were calibrated using a 13.7 mm copper calibration sphere,
with nominal TS of -45 dB.
The EK60 split beam echosounder was calibrated using the Simrad Lobes
program. This program records the position and uncompensated TS of the sphere as it is
swung through the beam multiple times, until many readings have been obtained from all
parts of the beam cross-section. The program then returns minor and major axis beam
angles, gain, and Sa corrections (Table 2.1). These calibrations were done in situ during
surveys.
The ES60 single beam echosounder cannot record the 3D location of targets
within the beam, so calibration was carried out differently. In situ on-axis calibrations
were performed at slack tide during surveys but were meant only to detect any significant
equipment malfunction, as the water was never still and the sphere could not be
accurately positioned. Full ES60 calibrations took place on a frozen-over lake in the
winters of 2011, 2013, and 2014. For these calibrations, the transducer was lowered
below the ice through one hole, leveled, and stabilized. The calibration sphere was then
lowered to known depths through a series of holes at known distances from the
transducer, including at the central beam axis. As the water was very still, we were able
to position the sphere within the beam at a variety of known off-axis angles and obtain
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the corresponding uncompensated sphere TS. With these measurements, we calculated
the beam pattern parameters needed for deconvolution, as well as gain and Sa corrections.
2.3.2 Data processing
Hydroacoustic data were processed in Echoview® software (6.1, Myriax, Hobart,
Australia). The calibration parameters obtained from the frozen lake calibrations (single
beam) and in situ calibrations (split beam) were applied to the data collected in Cobscook
Bay. A -60 dB threshold was then used for single beam TS data, which would ensure
fish of -54 dB and higher were detected within the half-power beam angle and eliminate
most backscatter from small non-fish targets (e.g., zooplankton; Simmonds and
MacLennan 2005). A -54 dB threshold was applied to the compensated split beam TS
data (TS that had already been corrected for beam pattern). Additionally, after being
exported from Echoview®, split beam fish tracks with minimum uncompensated TS
below -60 dB were removed from the split beam dataset. These two thresholding steps
helped ensure that the fish included in the split beam data were similar to those included
in the single beam data, making the datasets more directly comparable.
The only noise removal necessary was to omit any data that were contaminated by
entrained air, and to remove any data where echoes from individual fish were likely to
overlap. To reduce the number of multiple targets falsely identified as individuals, single
target tracking parameters were chosen to accept the least distorted echoes (Table 2.1).
Fish tracks were additionally visually inspected to remove any that clearly came from
more than one fish (e.g., crossed tracks).
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Table 2.1 Single target detection parameters. Parameters were used in Echoview® software to
detect and track individual fish.
Process
Parameter
Value
Single target
TS threshold
-60 dB
detection: single
Pulse length determination level
6.00 dB
beam method 2
Min. normalized pulse length
0.20
Max. normalized pulse length
2.00
Single target
TS threshold
-54 dB
detection: split
Pulse length determination level
6.00 dB
beam method 2
Min. normalized pulse length
0.20
Max. normalized pulse length
2.00
Beam compensation model
Simrad LOBE
Max. beam compensation
10.00 dB
Max. standard deviation of:
Minor-axis angles
0.6°
Major-axis angles
0.6°
Pulse length at 6 dB (normalized)
0.70 to 1.30
Pulse length at 12 dB (normalized)
0.70 to 1.30
Pulse length at 18 dB (normalized)
0.60 to 1.40

Fish were tracked using Echoview®’s 2D tracking algorithm for single beam data
and the 4D tracking algorithm for split beam data (Table 2.2). Track TS was then
exported for further analysis in R. TS data exported for the single beam were
uncompensated for beam pattern, and TS data exported for the split beam included both
compensated and uncompensated values.
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Table 2.2 Single beam (2D) and split beam (4D) fish track detection parameters.
Parameters were used in Echoview® software to detect and track individual fish.
Process
Parameter
Value
Fish tracking: 2D
Data
2D
Alpha (range)
0.7
Beta (range)
0.5
Exclusion distance (range)
0.4 m
Missed ping expansion (range)
0%
Weights:
Range
40
TS
0
Ping gap
0
Min. number of single targets in a track
5
Min. number of pings in a track
5 pings
Max. gap between single targets
3 pings
Fish tracking: 4D
Data
4D
Alpha (major, minor, range)
0.7, 0.7, 0.7
Beta (major, minor, range)
0.5, 0.5, 0.5
Exclusion distance
4, 4, 0.4 m
(major, minor, range)
Missed ping expansion
0, 0, 0 %
(major, minor, range)
Weights:
Major axis
30
Minor axis
30
Range
40
TS
0
Ping gap
0
Min. number of single targets in a track
3
Min. number of pings in a track
3 pings
Max. gap between single targets
5 pings

2.3.3 Deconvolution
Deconvolution is a signal processing technique which reverses the effects of
convolution, which is when a signal is modified by another signal prior to measurement.
In the case of data from a single beam echosounder, the true probability density function
(PDF) of the backscatter of fish randomly distributed across the beam, wF(e), has been
convolved with that of the beam pattern, wT(b), to result in the measured backscatter
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PDF, wE(e) (see calculation of the PDFs, below). Using the notation of Clay (1983), the
convolution is
𝑤𝐸 (𝑒) = 𝑤𝑇 (𝑏) ∗ 𝑤𝐹 (𝑒)

[1]

where * indicates convolution, the character “e” represents backscattering strength
(instead of the conventional σbs, for consistency with Clay 1983 and Stanton and Clay
1986), and b is beam intensity. Convolution becomes simple multiplication if the signals
are represented in the frequency domain:
𝑊𝐸 (𝛼) = 𝑊𝑇 (𝛼)𝑊𝐹 (𝛼)

[2]

where WE(α), WT(α), and WF(α) are the Fourier transforms of the PDFs. Deconvolution
consists of solving equation [2] for WF(α) and using the inverse Fourier transform to
recover wF(e).
The numerical deconvolution approach presented in Clay (1983) was used to
recover wF(e) from wE(e), using the known beam pattern PDF wT(b). This method
applied z-transforms to convert the two known PDFs into polynomial expressions in the
frequency domain. Polynomial long division was then used to calculate wF(e) using
equation [2]. Matlab’s function deconv, adapted to work in R, was used for this purpose.
The result, wF(e), was the fish backscatter PDF that had been corrected for the effect of
the beam pattern. The PDF was translated to a number of fish per backscatter bin by
multiplying the PDF probabilities by the total number of fish detected, as the sum of all
probabilities in a PDF is 1. For ease of visualization and interpretation of results,
backscatter was converted to TS (with units of dB) using the relationship
𝑇𝑆 = 10 log10 (𝑒)
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[3]

2.3.4 Beam pattern PDF
For both transducers, data from calibrations were used to calculate the dB dropoff
(dBdrop(θ)) at different off-axis angles (θ) within the beam:
𝑑𝐵𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (𝜃) =

𝑇𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝑇𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 (𝜃)
2

[4]

where TSexp is the expected on-axis TS (in dB re 1 m2) of the standard sphere under the
given environmental conditions (salinity, temperature, and pressure;
http://swfscdata.nmfs.noaa.gov/AST/SphereTS), TSmeas(θ) is the measured TS of the
sphere at θ, and dBdrop(θ) is the dB dropoff at θ, in dB. The difference in TS is divided by
2 because the observed TS difference includes energy lost while sound traveled the
distance between the transducer and the sphere twice: first, to the sphere from the
transducer, then once reflected, to the transducer from the sphere. The beam pattern,
B(θ), was modeled as a function of θ using a second order polynomial
B(θ) = 0 + c1 θ + c2 θ2

[5]

where B(θ) is in dB, and c1 and c2 are constants. B(θ) was then converted to its linear
form
𝑏(𝜃) = 10𝐵(𝜃)/10

[6]

where b(θ) is the directivity of the transducer, ranging from 1 on the central axis and
decreasing toward 0 as θ increases. For a given distance from the transducer, b(θ) is the
ratio of the echo amplitudes of a target at off-axis angle θ and a target located on-axis.
The beam PDF is the function that describes the probability of a point randomly located
within the beam’s cross section having intensity b. To estimate the beam PDF function,
equations [5] and [6] were used to calculate b for 1000 generated points, randomly
distributed across the acoustic beam with beam pattern B(θ). These points were divided
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into intensity bins of equal width in the log domain, and the proportion within each bin
was calculated to estimate the beam PDF. More fish were present in August 2012, which
allowed the use of smaller intensity bins than March 2013 (see below), so beam intensity
was divided into 20 equally spaced bins per decade (order of magnitude difference) for
deconvolution of August data, and into 10 bins per decade for March data. The PDF of
the beam pattern, wT(b), was then fit to the estimated probabilities, P(b), in the form:
wT (b) = A ∙ P(b)−B

[7]

where A and B are constants. In this process, b was limited to the range 0.005 to 1. The
minimum value of 0.005, which corresponds to a dB dropoff of -23 dB, was chosen based
on recommendations in Clay (1983) and Stanton and Clay (1986) to avoid the first sidelobe level.
2.3.5 Fish echo PDF
The mean backscattering strength (units of m2) of tracked fish was treated in the
manner outlined by Stanton and Clay (1986). Fish TS was first converted to
backscattering strength (e) using
𝑇𝑆

𝑒 = 10 10

[8]

The next steps followed the process for the beam pattern PDF: fish backscatter
data were divided into backscattering bins of equal width in the logarithmic domain, with
20 steps per decade in August 2012 (in the TS scale, each bin was 0.5 dB wide) and 10
steps per decade in March 2013 (1.0 dB wide in the TS scale). The counts from these
backscatter bins were divided by their sum to attain the fish echo PDF, wE(e).
Deconvolution is sensitive to noise, so wE(e) was then smoothed with a method similar to
that described by Stanton and Clay 1986 (Fig 2.3). A smoothing window of length n was
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chosen, and a third-order polynomial was fit to the first n/2 points on either side of each
point in the PDF. The modeled values within each intensity bin were then averaged to
achieve the values for the final smoothed PDF to be used in deconvolution.

Fig 2.3 Smoothing of the echo PDF of fish detected. Shown is the echo PDF of fish detected in
August 2012 by the wide-angle single beam echosounder. The vertical axis is the probability that
fish backscatter falls within each backscatter bin, with points located horizontally at the center of
their respective bins. Original PDF shown in black, modeled points from smoothing process
shown in gray, and final smoothed PDF (average of modeled points in each backscatter bin)
shown in red. TS is the logarithmic form of fish backscatter, and has units of decibels.
Smoothing window was 0.5 times the length of the PDF.

Deconvolution results were sensitive to the width of the smoothing window that
was used. Previous work has chosen smoothing parameters by visual inspection of the
results (Clay 1983), judging whether variation was real or noise. We also chose the best
smoothing window by eye, but in addition to evaluating the deconvolved fish TS
distributions, we inspected the effects of the smoothing window on deconvolved
calibration sphere TS (Fig 2.4). The longest windows (0.6 or more times the length of
the echo PDF) worked the best for the calibration sphere but appeared to over-smooth the
fish TS distributions, and the shortest windows (0.4 or less times the length of the echo
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PDF) preserved variation in the fish TS distributions but introduced large noise spikes to
the calibration sphere TS distribution. The final smoothing window was a compromise
between the two extremes (window width of one half the length of the PDF; Fig 2.4b).

Fig 2.4 Results of deconvolution of sphere TS. Three different smoothing window lengths were
used: (a) 0.7, (b) 0.5, and (c) 0.3 times the length of the PDF.

2.3.6 Assessment of deconvolution accuracy
To test the performance of the deconvolution method, the compensated
backscatter from the split beam echosounder was used as a reference. Compensated
backscatter is backscatter that has been corrected for beam pattern for each individual
fish based on its location within the beam, and was assumed to be representative of
reality. Uncompensated backscatter from the split beam is equivalent to backscatter
from a single beam of equal dimensions, as it has not been corrected for beam pattern.
Uncompensated split beam data were deconvolved using the split beam pattern, and the
result was compared to the compensated data to assess the functionality of the method for
a narrow-angle single beam echosounder. The backscatter of fish detected with the wideangle single beam echosounder was deconvolved using the single beam pattern
(generated from the ice calibration data), and those results were also compared to
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compensated backscatter from the split beam echosounder. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
with a significance level of 0.05 were used to verify visual comparisons.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Transducer calibration
The scientific-grade split beam calibration matched the factory-provided
calibration data (Fig 2.5, Table 2.3). The commercial-grade single beam echosounder had
a slightly narrower beam than expected (Fig 2.5, Table 2.3). The greater uncertainty in
sphere position with the single beam echosounder is evidenced by the greater variation in
readings at each off-axis angle, compared to the split beam. Both transducers’ beam
patterns were well-represented by the second degree polynomial fit to the data in the TS
domain.

Fig 2.5 Results of echosounder calibrations. Beam pattern shown as (a) dB dropoff and (b)
intensity at a range of off-axis angles. Points are calibration data, the thick lines are models fit to
each echosounder’s calibration data, and the dashed lines are the factory-specified beam patterns
of each transducer.
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Table 2.3 Single and split beam data calibration parameters. Split beam values were
obtained from in situ calibrations in August 2012 and March 2013. Single beam values were
based on winter calibrations carried out in 2011, 2013, and 2014.
Split beam
Parameter
Single beam
August 2012
March 2013
3 dB (half-power) beam angle
6.6° (major axis) 6.5° (major axis)
24.8°
6.5° (minor axis) 6.6° (minor axis)
Gain
25.7 dB
26.0 dB
8.5 dB
Sa correction
-0.5 dB
-0.6 dB
- 0.3 dB l

2.4.2 Beam pattern PDF
The PDF of the beam for each echosounder (Fig 2.6) matched expectations,
indicating the probability of receiving a full-intensity (e.g., on-axis) echo was lower than
the probability of receiving weaker-intensity (e.g., off-axis) echoes. Targets within the
narrow-angle split beam are more likely to have higher intensities than those within the
wide-angle split beam, and less likely to have very low intensities, due to the shape of
each beam.

Fig 2.6 Beam pattern probability density function. wT(b) shown for the 200 kHz single and
split beam echosounders, with (a) logarithmic and (b) linear axes. Vertical line indicates
minimum intensity included in analyses (0.005). The beam intensity shown is squared, as sound
is affected by the beam pattern twice as it travels to and from a reflective object.
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2.4.3 Fish echo PDF
More fish were detected in August than in March, as expected (Fig 2.7), and more
were detected by the wide-angle single beam than the narrow-angle split beam. In
August 2012, 501 fish were detected by the single beam, but the split beam detected only
377 fish. In March 2013, only 141 fish were detected by the single beam, and 80 by the
split beam. In both months, the distribution of uncompensated single beam backscatter
had greater contributions from stronger targets than the uncompensated split beam (Fig
2.7a).

In March, the low sample sizes of the split and single beam datasets resulted in

highly variable, low-resolution TS distributions (Fig 2.7b).

Fig 2.7 Distribution of TS data from single beam and split beam echosounders. (a) August
2012 and (b) March 2013. Data were divided into 20 backscatter bins per decade in August, and
10 per decade in March. The number of fish in each sample (N) shown in upper right. Thick lines
indicate smoothed TS distributions (using a window size of 0.5 times the PDF length) which were
used in deconvolution.

2.4.4 Deconvolution
For the split beam echosounder data, in August 2012, deconvolved
uncompensated backscatter followed a similar distribution as the compensated
backscatter, with a main peak near -50 dB and a left skew (Figure 2.8a). However, the
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deconvolved distribution also had a small secondary main peak near -54 dB which was
not present in the compensated data. Also, in its tail, the deconvolved distribution had
smaller peaks centered near -43 dB and -40 dB that were not evident in the compensated
distribution. All compared distributions were significantly different at the 5% level
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value < 0.05).
In March 2013, the deconvolved split beam backscatter did not match the
compensated backscatter well (Fig 2.8b). Compensated backscatter indicated a main
peak near -49 dB, a secondary peak at -44 dB, and a small peak at -39 dB. The
deconvoluted backscatter showed peaks near -52 dB, -47 dB, and -44 dB.

Fig 2.8 Results of deconvolution of uncompensated backscatter from the split beam
echosounder. (a) August 2012 and (b) March 2013. Uncompensated (magenta), deconvolved
(blue), and compensated (green) TS distributions are shown. The number of fish in each sample
(N) shown in upper right. The thick magenta line shows the smoothed TS distribution (using
window length of 0.5 times the PDF length) that was used in deconvolution, and the thin magenta
line shows the unsmoothed TS distribution. Data were divided into 20 backscatter bins per
decade in August, and 10 per decade in March.
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For the wide angle, commercial-grade single beam echosounder, in August 2012,
the deconvolved distribution was bimodal, with one peak centered below the peak of the
compensated split beam backscatter (-50 dB) and the other, larger peak at -44 (Fig 2.9a).
In March 2013, the deconvolved single beam backscatter distribution was trimodal, with
peaks at -49, -44.5, and -40 dB (Fig 2.9b). These peaks were close to those of the
compensated split beam backscatter, but had very different relative sizes, with most
echoes in the smallest and largest peaks, and relatively few in the center one.

Fig 2.9 Results of deconvolution of uncompensated backscatter from the single beam
echosounder. (a) August 2012 and (b) March 2013. Uncompensated (magenta) and deconvolved
(blue) single beam TS distributions are shown, as well as the compensated (green) split beam TS
distribution. The number of fish in each sample (N) shown in upper right. The thick magenta line
shows the smoothed TS distribution (using window length of 0.5 times the PDF length) that was
used in deconvolution, and the thin magenta line shows the unsmoothed TS distribution. Data
were divided into 20 backscatter bins per decade in August, and 10 per decade in March.
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2.5 Discussion
Deconvolution did not adequately correct backscatter data from the wide-angle,
commercial-grade single beam echosounder. While the smaller peaks in the deconvolved
TS distributions aligned well with reality (the compensated split beam TS distribution), in
both surveys, there was a large peak at stronger TS that was not evident in the
compensated split beam data. This large peak was likely the result of multiple targets
being falsely interpreted as single targets. The single beam’s long pulse duration meant
that fish passing through the beam at the same time would need to be separated vertically
by at least 38 cm to be distinguished from each other. The wide angle increased the
likelihood that more than one fish would be present in the beam at similar depths at any
given time. Multiple fish interpreted as one target would have stronger TS than the
individual fish involved (Simmonds and MacLennan 2005). Deconvolution of data
comprised of a mix of single targets and single targets that were actually multiple targets
would result in the bimodal TS distribution that we observed, with one peak near the true
TS and the other at stronger TS. Without the reference provided by the split beam
echosounder, we would not have known that the peak at stronger TS was false, and may
have concluded that the fish community sampled had a bimodal length distribution.
Given this high uncertainty, it is likely best to limit the use of the wide-angle single beam
to relative density measurements (e.g., Viehman et al. 2015, Staines et al. 2015).
Some steps could be taken to improve the suitability of wide-angle single beam
data for deconvolution techniques. First, the pulse duration could be reduced, e.g. to
0.064 ms, like the split beam. Using a shorter pulse duration would decrease the volume
of each vertical sample, and therefore decrease the likelihood of detecting multiple fish
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and classifying them as individuals. Second, single target detection parameters could be
stricter. The shape of the echo returned by many targets, as opposed to single targets, is
more distorted relative to the sound pulse output by the transducer (Simmonds and
MacLennan 2005). Accepting only the least distorted echoes would reduce the multiple
targets accepted as single targets. In the present study, further restricting single target
acceptance would have eliminated many of the tracked fish. As our sample sizes were
already quite low for deconvolution, using stricter single target detection parameters
would require collecting data for longer periods of time, particularly at times of the year
when fish are scarce. However, sampling for multiple days per survey could more than
offset any savings gained by using a single beam transducer, in which case it would be
best to use a split beam and acquire accurate TS information for individual fish.
While deconvolution may not be sufficient to correct data from a wide-angle
single beam for TS, it may provide useful information for a narrow-angle single beam
using a short pulse duration. Deconvolution of the uncompensated split beam backscatter
yielded a TS distribution that appeared very similar to that of the compensated data,
though shifted slightly toward weaker and statistically different. Unlike the wide-angle
single beam, no large peak was observed at stronger TS, indicating multiple-targets were
not as much of an issue for the narrow-angle beam. Many of the discrepancies between
the deconvolved and compensated TS distributions may therefore have been due to the
low sample size increasing variability in the fish echo PDFs. Deconvolution is
recommended to be used only with “many” targets by multiple authors (Simmonds and
MacLennan 2005, Clay 1983, Stanton and Clay 1986), though no concrete lower limit
has been given. Sample size appeared to have a very strong effect on deconvolution
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results in this study: deconvolution of split beam data performed very poorly in March,
when only 80 fish were sampled by the split beam, but resembled the compensated TS
distribution well in August, when 377 fish were sampled. It is possible that if more fish
were sampled, results would have been more accurate. Other approaches to
deconvolution may also perform better with lower sample sizes than the method we
followed. For example, the Expectation Maximum and Smoothing approach developed
by Hedgepeth et al. (1991) was found to be less sensitive to slight variation in the echo
PDFs, which might make it more appropriate for use on fish-scarce datasets.
If split beam echosounders are not an option, it would be best to avoid utilizing
TS data from the single beam echosounder unless surveys are long enough to ensure
several hundred individual fish tracks are available for deconvolution. An alternative
option to using TS data to examine individual fish would be to use echo integration.
Volume backscatter (SV) is a summation of the energy reflected within the acoustic beam,
and area backscatter (sa) is the summation of energy within a certain depth bin
(Simmonds and MacLennan 2005). With a calibrated single beam echosounder, SV and
sa are relative indices of fish density, and these can provide useful information. Viehman
et al. (2015) and Staines et al. (2015) both used SV and sa to describe relative changes in
fish density and their vertical distribution at the tidal power site over time, and these data
were sufficient for regulators to issue a pilot project license at the Cobscook Bay site. If
absolute fish density is required, these relative values may be converted to absolute
estimates of density if the backscattering cross-section of sampled fish is known, but
obtaining this value would require the use of a split beam echosounder or high confidence
in deconvolved single beam data. In a mixed-species fish community such as Cobscook
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Bay (Vieser 2014), accurate absolute fish density estimates would be difficult to obtain
via echo integration, even if the backscattering cross-sections of each species were
known.
Deconvolution of data from a narrow-angle single beam echosounder operating
with a short pulse duration may provide accurate fish TS distributions. In areas or times
of year when fish are sparse, this may require sampling for longer periods of time than
the 24-hr surveys used in our BACI study of Cobscook Bay. If fish numbers and TS
distributions over sufficiently long time scales (e.g., long enough to sample several
hundred fish) are all that is necessary in a monitoring plan, the deployment of a single
beam echosounder may be sufficient. However, if information on individual fish is
needed, or TS distributions with high temporal resolution (e.g., tide by tide), a split beam
echosounder would be necessary. The hydroacoustic system used for initial and postdevice-deployment monitoring at a tidal power site will therefore depend on the resources
available and the questions that are asked.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTI-SCALE TEMPORAL PATTERNS IN FISH PASSAGE
IN A HIGH-VELOCITY TIDAL CHANNEL
3.1 Abstract
The natural variation of fish presence in high-velocity tidal channels is not well
understood. A better understanding of fish use of these areas would aid in predicting fish
interactions with marine hydrokinetic (MHK) devices, the effects of which are uncertain
but of high concern. To characterize the patterns in fish presence at a tidal energy site in
Cobscook Bay, Maine, we examined two years of hydroacoustic data continuously
collected at the proposed depth of an MHK turbine with a bottom-mounted, side-looking
echosounder. Fish passage rate maxima ranged from hundreds of fish per hr in the early
spring to over 1,000 fish per hr in the fall. Rates varied greatly with tidal and diel cycles
in a seasonally changing relationship, likely linked to the seasonally changing fish
community of the bay. In the winter and spring, higher passage rates were generally
confined to ebb tides and low slack tides near sunrise and sunset. In summer and fall of
each year, the highest fish passage rates transitioned to night and occurred during ebb,
low slack, and flood tides. Fish passage rate was not linked to current speed, and did not
decrease as current speed increased, contrary to observations at other tidal power sites.
As fish passage rate may be proportional to the encounter rate of fish with an MHK
turbine at the same depth, highly variable passage rates indicate that the risk to fish is
similarly variable. The links between fish presence and environmental cycles at this site
will likely be present at other locations with similar environmental forcing, making these
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observations useful in predicting potential fish interactions at tidal energy sites
worldwide.
3.2 Introduction
Relatively little is known about how fish use areas with fast tidal currents. Fish
activity levels and movement patterns vary on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales
over the course of their lives, often in ways that are species- and life-stage specific
(Pittman and McAlpine 2001, Reebs 2002, Gibson 2003). Many fish movements are
related to environmental changes; for example, vertical migrations linked to the diel
cycle, tidal movements into the intertidal zone, or seasonal movements on- or off-shore
(Pittman and McAlpine 2001). In the high-velocity channels targeted for tidal energy
extraction, underwater conditions change rapidly and fish presence and distribution likely
fluctuates with similar magnitude and frequency. For example, there is already wellestablished evidence of some fish species changing their location in the water column to
take advantage of favorable tidal currents in on- or off-shore migrations, a behavior
known as selective tidal stream transport (Forward and Tankersley 2001). However, we
lack data with sufficient temporal resolution and duration to fully describe the wideranging scales of temporal variation in fish presence in these environments.
The resolution and duration of a study aiming to describe the temporal
distribution of marine organisms would ideally be defined relative to the highest- and
lowest-frequency cycles present: for sampling to be considered high-resolution,
sampling would ideally occur at several times the frequency of the highest-frequency
cycle present, and a long-term study would sample for several times the duration of the
lowest-frequency cycle (Heath et al. 1991). However, studies must typically be designed
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to focus either on resolution or duration, rather than both (Urmy et al. 2012), because of
cost or gear limitations (such as soak time for nets). Many high-resolution studies occur
over the short-term (e.g., Embling et al. 2012, Axenrot et al. 2004, Simard et al. 2002,
Zamon 2003, Gibson et al. 1996, Heath et al. 1991). Some have sought to characterize
both short- and long-term variability by carrying out multiple short-term, high-resolution
surveys over a long period of time (Viehman et al. 2015, Vieser 2014). Prior
assumptions about patterns present in the variable of interest influence study design and
can greatly restrict the scope of results (Heath et al. 1991).
Long-term, high-resolution sampling has been less common, but is ideal for
understanding biological processes at sites where large changes may occur over multiple,
wide-ranging time scales. One method of sampling large volumes of water rapidly for
long periods of time is stationary hydroacoustics. Long-term stationary echosounder
deployments have been used to examine the temporal variability of different biological
sound scatterers in the ocean, including phytoplankton and zooplankton (Flagg et al.
1994), zooplankton (Cochrane et al. 1994, Picco et al. 2016), and zooplankton and fish
(Urmy et al. 2012). These studies all found their pelagic subjects to be linked to changes
in their physical environment on a variety of time scales, including tidal, diel, and/or
seasonal cycles, and these patterns were generally not constant over the duration of
sampling time.
Transient patterns are a common characteristic of biological processes, and
wavelet analysis is an effective tool for detecting and describing such patterns (Cazelles
et al. 2008). Wavelet analysis works by simultaneously decomposing time series data
across both the frequency and time domains. Blauw et al. (2012) used wavelets to
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explore the patterns present in their time series related to phytoplankton, as well as to
relate phytoplankton growth with the tidal cycle and suspended particulate matter. Urmy
et al. (2012) applied wavelets in part of their assessment of changing patterns in nekton
density and vertical distribution. Apart from Urmy et al., the use of wavelets in studies of
marine fish has been primarily to assess patterns in fishery catch rates and relate them to
climatic oscillations, which occur on long time scales relative to what is pertinent in a
tidal channel (Rouyer et al. 2008, Ménard et al. 2007).
In this study, we used wavelet analysis to describe the temporal variation in fish
passage rate in Cobscook Bay, Maine. Data collection occurred at a site evaluated for
tidal energy development, where an echosounder had been installed on the seafloor to
monitor fish encounter with a marine hydrokinetic (MHK) turbine. After the turbine’s
removal, the echosounder continued to operate, and we detected fish in 2 years of highresolution hydroacoustic data collected at turbine depth. Our goals were to obtain a
better understanding of fish presence in this portion of the water column of this highspeed tidal channel, and to consider the implications of our findings for potential turbine
effects.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Data Collection
Hydroacoustic data were collected at a tidal energy site in Cobscook Bay, ME,
from July 15, 2013, to July 28, 2015 (Fig 3.1). The echosounder was installed by Ocean
Renewable Power Company (ORPC) to observe fish behavior near ORPC’s TidGen®
tidal energy device, which was deployed at the site from August 2012 to July 2013. The
use of this location by ORPC was authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory
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Commission (FERC), the Maine Department of Environmental Protection, and the Maine
Department of Conservation. The transducer was oriented to sample the area along the
face of the TidGen® turbine (Fig 3.2), and though the turbine was removed in July 2013,
the echosounder continued to collect data while the turbine was not present. The Simrad
EK60 echosounder used a 200 kHz, 7° split beam transducer, which was mounted 3.4 m
above the sea floor and 44.5 m from the turbine’s support frame, and angled 6.2° above
horizontal. The echosounder sampled an approximately conical volume of water 5 times
(pings) per second, using a pulse duration of 0.256 ms and transmit power of 120 W. The
current flowed approximately perpendicular to the sampled volume, and speed in the
channel can range from 0 to approximately 2 m·s-1, depending on the tide and lunar phase
(Viehman et al. 2015, Xu et al. 2006, Brooks 2006). Most fish moved with the current
and were therefore detected by several sequential pings as they passed through the
acoustic beam.

Fig 3.1 Map of study area. Location of echosounder shown in right panel.
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Fig 3.2 Echosounder setup in Cobscook Bay, Maine. The bottom support frame of Ocean
Renewable Power Company’s TidGen® device was present during data collection. The gray area
indicates the sampled volume used in this study. TidGen® schematic provided by Ocean
Renewable Power Company
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The echosounder operated nearly continuously for the two years it was deployed,
but there were several gaps in data collection due to technical issues or necessary shutdown of the echosounder during turbine-related activities, such as diver inspection (Fig
3.3). The final dataset included 582 days of data. However, not all of these data were
complete: at times, the angular information associated with detected fish was not
returned, which meant 3D positioning of fish within the beam during these times was not
possible (Fig 3.3).

Fig 3.3 Periods of continuous data collection. 2D denotes data which did not always include
angular information, which were used for obtaining fish counts; 3D denotes data which did
include angular information, which were used for determining times of slack tide.

3.3.2 Data Processing
Acoustic data were processed using Echoview® software (6.1, Myriax, Hobart,
Australia). Processing consisted of noise removal, fish tracking, and fish track export.
Fish tracking was carried out both in 2D (which uses only time and range of single targets
to detect fish) and 4D (which uses time, range, and position in the beam’s cross-section).
4D tracking could only be carried out when 3D information was available, which left
large gaps in the dataset (Fig 3). 2D tracking was therefore used to generate the time
series of fish passage rates, as range and time information were returned whenever the
echosounder was running. When angular data were available, fish were tracked in 4D in
order to obtain accurate measures of fish target strength (TS), to verify fish counts
supplied by 2D tracking, and to accurately model the tidal cycle using the direction
traveled by fish (for identifying start and end times of tidal stages).
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3.3.2.1 Noise removal
The acoustic data included several types of ‘noise,’ signal that was not from
individual fish, which had to be removed before fish could be tracked. This noise
included small, non-fish targets (e.g., large zooplankton), interference from the surface
and entrained air near the surface, and schools of fish (in which individual fish cannot be
accurately tracked). TS is a measure of the proportion of sound energy that is reflected
back to the transducer by an object, and it is roughly proportional to the object’s size.
Applying a TS threshold of -50 dB eliminated most signal from small, non-fish targets,
and roughly equates to a fish length of 4 cm (though fish TS varies greatly with anatomy
and orientation relative to the beam; Love 1971). Surface interference was removed by
limiting the maximum analysis range to 64 m, which is the range at which entrained air
from the surface began heavily interfering with the acoustic signal. Background noise
tended to increase with range but varied over time with water height and weather
conditions. This type of gradually changing noise was removed using the method
developed by De Robertis and Higginbottom (2007), modified to apply to TS data.
Intermittent noise such as schools and clouds of entrained air was removed using multiple
resampling and masking steps with Echoview® virtual operators. All of these methods
were worked into a template that was then applied to all data using Echoview®’s scripting
module (Fig 3.4).
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Fig 3.4 Acoustic data processing example. (a) Raw target strength data (scale in dB to right)
showing multiple fish tracks and background noise. (b) Target strength data with noise removed
and -50 dB TS threshold applied. (c) Single targets detected from cleaned target strength data
with fish tracks (colored lines) overlaid.

3.3.2.2 Fish tracking
Once noise was removed from the acoustic data, single targets were detected and
fish were tracked using both split beam (4D) and single beam (2D) methods (single target
detection and fish tracking parameters shown in Table 1). As mentioned above, both
tracking methods were used because of the intermittent angular data. Split beam single
target detection and 4D-fish tracking rely on these angular data to determine if each echo
was caused by a single object or multiple, and to correct TS values for beam pattern
effects. Single beam single target detection and 2D fish tracking methods do not
incorporate angular data. While this can result in less accurate fish tracking and TS
estimates, in this case it provided a more complete time series of fish passage rates. Fish
tracked via single beam, 2D methods were therefore used to construct the time series of
passage rate, and split-beam, 4D methods were used to supplement our interpretation of
this time series, providing estimates of fish TS and fish swimming direction (as an
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indicator of tidal stage), and verifying temporal patterns in the time series made from fish
tracked in 2D. All tracks were exported for further analysis in R (3.1.1, R Core Team,
Vienna, Austria).
Table 3.1 Acoustic data processing parameters. Parameters were used in Echoview® software
to detect and track individual fish.
Process
Parameter
Value
Single target
TS threshold
-50 dB
detection: single
Pulse length determination level
6.00 dB
beam method 2
Min. normalized pulse length
0.50
Max. normalized pulse length
2.00
Single target
TS threshold
-50 dB
detection: split
Pulse length determination level
6.00 dB
beam method 2
Min. normalized pulse length
0.20
Max. normalized pulse length
2.00
Beam compensation model
Simrad LOBE
Max. beam compensation
12.00 dB
Max. standard deviation of:
Minor-axis angles
0.5°
Major-axis angles
0.5°
Minor-axis angle range
-2.5° - 2.5°
Major-axis angle range
-2.5° - 2.5°
Fish tracking: 2D
Data
2D
Alpha (range)
0.8
Beta (range)
0.5
Exclusion distance (range)
0.5 m
Missed ping expansion (range)
0%
Weights:
Range
0
TS
0
Ping gap
0
Min. number of single targets in a track
5
Min. number of pings in a track
5 pings
Max. gap between single targets
3 pings
Fish tracking: 4D
Data
4D
Alpha (major, minor, range)
0.7, 0.7, 0.8
Beta (major, minor, range)
0.5, 0.5, 0.5
Exclusion distance(major, minor, range)
1.5, 1.5, 0.5 m
Missed ping expansion (major, minor, range)
0, 0, 0 %
Weights:
Major axis
0
Minor axis
0
Range
0
TS
0
Ping gap
0
Min. number of single targets in a track
5
Min. number of pings in a track
5 pings
Max. gap between single targets
3 pings
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3.3.3 Data Analysis
Data analysis included time series construction, time series gap-filling, the
wavelet transform, and tidal stage modeling. The TS of fish tracked with 4D methods
was summarized with median and interquartile range, but closer examination was
avoided due to the mixed nature of the fish assemblage in Cobscook Bay and our
inability to identify the species of each detected fish.
3.3.3.1 Time series construction
The time associated with each tracked fish was used to acquire counts of fish in 1hr time increments, equating to a rate of fish passage through the sampled volume with
units of fish·hr-1. The distribution of ranges at which fish were detected did not change
substantially over time, so individual fish were not weighted to account for beam width.
3.3.3.2 Gap-filling
Before the time series could be used in wavelet analysis, the gaps in the data
needed to be filled by new values which would minimally impact subsequent temporal
pattern analysis. This was done by mimicking the temporal patterns of the time series to
the sides of each gap. For each gap, a Fourier transform was used to identify the most
prevalent frequencies in the data within one gap-width before and after the gap (or 48
hours, if the gap was shorter). The upper 50% of the most important frequencies were
chosen, which allowed the number of frequencies used to vary with gap size and
mimicked the nearby data well. For each set of data from before and after a gap, the
selected frequencies were used to construct a model of fish passage rate in the form:
𝑁

𝑦 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑖 𝑡) + 𝐵𝑖 cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑖 𝑡) + 𝜀
𝑖=1
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where y is modeled fish passage rate, fi is the ith frequency of the N frequencies selected
via the Fourier transform method, Ai and Bi are amplitudes, and ε is random error.
Coefficients A and B and residual error values were obtained by fitting a linear model of
the above form to data before and after the gap. Passage rate was predicted for each time
point within the gap using both models, the results of which were weighted and summed:
values from the before-gap model were weighted by 1-1/j, where j was the index of the
predicted data point; data from the after-gap model were weighted in an opposite fashion.
Though residual error was useful in evaluating each model’s fit, error was not added to
the predicted gap values. Introducing random error based on residuals simply
exaggerated high-frequency noise within gaps that was uncharacteristic of the rest of the
dataset, and this omission did not significantly alter results.
3.3.3.3 Wavelet transform
Once gaps in the time series were filled, a wavelet transform was used to inspect
patterns in passage rate and how they changed over time. Wavelet transforms
simultaneously decompose time series data across both the frequency and time domains
by convolving the time series with a wave form (the ‘wavelet’), which is scaled up or
down within a chosen range as it is moved along the time axis. The result is a wavelet
spectrum: a 2D representation of the prevalence of periodicities (frequency-1) that
compose the original time series, across the time spanned by the dataset (2 years, in this
case). We applied a continuous wavelet transform using the Morlet wavelet to our time
series of fish passage rate (package WaveletComp in R; Roesch and Schmidbauer 2014).
The maximum frequency included was 2 times the sampling frequency (a periodicity of 2
hours), as this would be the highest possible frequency that could theoretically be
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characterized (i.e., the Nyquist frequency). The maximum periodicity was limited to onehalf of the total sampling period (1 year) because larger periodicities are overwhelmed by
edge effects. The wavelet spectrum was tested at a 95% confidence level against a
theoretical spectrum of white noise fit to the series using 100 iterations.
3.3.3.4 Tidal stage modeling
Fish tracked using split-beam, 4D methods were used to indicate the tidal stage
via their direction of movement. At this site, fish move almost exclusively in the
direction of the current except at slack tides, when movement was more uniformly
distributed for a brief period of time (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015, Viehman et al.
submitted). Fish direction could therefore be used as a proxy for tidal current direction,
which could indicate tidal stage. This correlation was verified by comparing predicted
tidal stages to several instances of ADCP current speed data that were collected from a
moored vessel at the same site during the study period (Fig 3.5). Shifts in fish swimming
direction (Fig 3.5a) corresponded to slack tides as indicated by the ADCP data (Fig 3.5b).
The square-wave pattern of fish movement direction was very similar to the measured
and modeled current direction at a nearby location presented by Xu et al. (2006), and
flood and ebb tide movement directions (approximately 285° and 120°, respectively)
aligned well with the known current direction at our study site (ORPC personal
communication).
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Fig 3.5 Fish heading and current velocity. Data were collected at the TidGen® site in March
2013. (a) Individual fish heading (gray points) shown with fitted tidal model (solid line) and its
midline (horizontal line), which were used to calculate times of slack tide (vertical dashed lines).
(b) Current speed collected concurrently by an ADCP at the same site, with same times of slack
tide as shown in (a).

As large gaps existed in the 3D acoustic data, and therefore in the swimming
directions available for tidal stage assignment, a tidal model was fit to existing fish
direction data which could then be used to accurately predict tidal stage, even when 3D
data were missing (thick solid line in Fig 3.5a). This tidal model was a summation of
multiple sinusoids with varying periodicities, including the ten tidal components that
have been used in shorter-term modeling studies of Cobscook Bay tidal currents (M2,
K1, K2, N2, S2, O1, L2, M4, NU2, 2N2; Rao et al. 2015) and five other tidal
periodicities that would be relevant to this 2-year span (P1, Q1, MF, MM, SSA). The
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model was constructed as for the gap-filling step, except in this case fi was the ith tidal
frequency of the 15 tidal components listed above (frequency = period-1). Amplitudes A
and B were obtained by fitting a linear model of the above form to the available fish
direction data from the 3D dataset. The sinusoid peaks were defined as peak flood tides,
the troughs were peak ebb tides, and slack tides (high or low) occurred wherever the
sinusoid crossed its midline (Fig 3.5a).
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Target strength
The median target strength estimated from fish tracked using the 4D method was 45.1 dB, with an interquartile range of -46.5 to -43.4 dB. Using Love’s (1971) general
TS-length equation, this corresponds to a median fish length of approximately 6 cm, with
an interquartile range of 5 to 7 cm.
3.4.2 Time series
Passage rates determined through 2D and 4D tracking methods agreed well with
each other (Fig 3.6). Counts obtained via 2D methods were slightly higher than those
obtained using 4D methods due to the less stringent target quality requirements of 2D
tracking (Fig 3.6a), but when data were available in both datasets, the patterns were the
same (Fig 3.6b).
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Fig 3.6 Comparison of fish passage rates obtained via 2D and 4D tracking. (a) 4D rates vs.
2D rates, shown with 1:1 line. (b) Subset of 2D (solid line) and 4D (dashed line) passage rates
from October 2014.

Fish passage rate varied greatly over the two years spanned by the dataset, on
both short and long time scales (Fig 3.7a). Overall, passage rate was highest in late
summer and fall of both years, reaching over 1000 fish·hr-1. During winter and spring,
rate maxima were in the hundreds of fish·hr-1. Passage rate could increase from 0 to
hundreds of fish·hr-1 in a matter of hours, and it was evident that this variation was cyclic
in nature (Fig 3.6b, Fig 3.7a). Values generated to fill the 20 gaps that existed in the 2D
dataset appeared consistent with patterns in the surrounding data (Fig 3.7a) and were
unlikely to interfere with interpretation of the wavelet spectrum.
3.4.3 Wavelet transform
The wavelet transform (Fig 3.7b) revealed the presence of a 365-day periodicity,
which is indicative of the seasonal cycle that was evident in the raw time series (Fig
3.7a). This seasonal change in passage rate slightly lagged the seasonal change in
temperature, with lowest rates in between winter and spring (e.g., March) and highest
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rates in the fall (August through November). A continuous band in the wavelet transform
at the 183-day periodicity and fainter, less continuous bands at around 14 and 28 days
were also present, and coincided with tidal periodic components (Rao et al. 2016).
The strongest features of the wavelet transform were bands near 12- and 24-hr
periods, which indicated variation in fish passage rate related to the tidal (and/or semidiel) and diel cycles. These two periodicities were not constant throughout the dataset,
but followed similar patterns in every year sampled, though with some variation in
timing. The 24-hour periodicity was present only in the summer and fall, emerging in
June in 2014 and 2015. The 12-hour periodicity was present throughout the year, but was
most evident in the winter and spring (from January through May). For the rest of the
year, the 12-hr periodicity was present but intermittent.
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Fig 3.7 Fish passage rate time series and wavelet analysis. (a) Time series of fish passage rate
(fish·hour-1). Gaps in data that were filled using the method described in the text are shown in
gray. Inset expands time series from July 2014. (b) Wavelet transform of log-transformed time
series. Color indicates the magnitude of the wavelet power, with darker, redder colors indicating
higher power. Black contours enclose areas of significance at the 5% significance level. The
transparent white fill indicates the cone of influence, within which power values may be reduced
by edge effects. Darkened rectangles indicate where gaps in the time series were filled. (c) Fish
passage rates during each hour of each day of the time series, condensed here for easy
comparison to a and b. An expanded version of c is shown in Fig 3.8. Darker, redder colors
indicate higher passage rates. Horizontal curved lines indicate times of sunrise and sunset, and
shaded rectangles indicate filled gaps in the time series.
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Visual inspection of passage rate at each hour of the day (Fig 3.7c) revealed
obvious changes in passage rate that corresponded with the presence and absence of 12and 24-hr periodicities in the wavelet transform. When viewed in relation to tidal and
diel stage (Fig 3.8), it was clear that fish passage rate varied with tidal and diel cycles in a
seasonally shifting relationship. In the winter and spring of each year (from January
through May), when the 12-hr periodicity was present but not the 24-hr, the highest rates
occurred on the second half of the ebb tide and at low tide, mainly near sunrise and sunset
but with no strong difference between day and night. In the summer (June through
August), when both the 12-and 24-hr periodicities were evident, the highest passage rates
began shifting to night and were still mostly associated with low tide, though sometimes
in the second half of ebb or first half of flood. In the fall and early winter (September
through December), the 24-hr periodicity became more prominent while the 12-hr
periodicity became less consistent. At this time, passage rate was clearly higher at night
than during the day, and the association with tidal stage was less clear, though the rate
was generally lower at high tide than at ebb, low, and flood tides. Between December
and January, this pattern in passage rate quickly returned to peaks at low or ebb tides at
sunrise and sunset.
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Fig 3.8 Fish passage rate at each hour of the day. Rows correspond to hour of day, columns
correspond to day within the time series, which spans July 2013 to July 2015. Darker, redder
colors indicate higher passage rates. Gaps in the time series (filled using method described in
text) are indicated by darkened rectangles. Horizontal curved lines indicate time of sunrise and
sunset. Points indicate times of low (open circles) and high (solid circles) slack tides. A
condensed version of this figure is shown in Fig 3.7c.
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3.5 Discussion
This high-resolution, long-term time series indicated that fish passage rate was
highly variable and strongly linked to multiple cyclic changes in the physical
environment, including tidal, diel, and seasonal cycles. This is not surprising, given the
high-magnitude seasonal shifts and tidal forcing at this site, and that fish movements have
been linked to such environmental changes in previous studies (Pittman and McAlpine
2001). The passage rate of fish varied most with tidal and diel cycle, but its relationship
with these cycles did not remain constant over a year. Rate was linked strongly to the
interaction of these two cycles in a relationship that varied with season. This adds to
previous findings linking similarly interacting environmental cycles with fish presence
and feeding in intertidal habitats (Krumme et al. 2008, Gibson et al 1996) and spatial
distribution of fish and their predators and prey in tidal current systems (Simard et al.
2002, Embling et al. 2012, Zamon 2003).
All interactions of fish passage rate with the tidal cycle were modified by the diel
cycle. In the winter through spring, the highest passage rates were confined to low slack
and ebb tides, but within crepuscular periods. Higher rates shifted into night during the
summer, expanding to flood and ebb tide in addition to low slack tide and remaining this
way through the fall. These results are consistent with a previous study we carried out at
this site, in which we conducted 24-hr surveys of fish density and vertical distribution
using a downward-looking, vessel-mounted echosounder in March, May, June,
September, and November 2011 (Viehman et al. 2015). In that study, we did not
examine slack tides. However, we found that fish density was generally higher during
the ebb tide than the flood tide in the first part of the year, and that this difference was
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less evident toward the end of the year. The vertical distribution of fish did not differ
consistently between ebb and flood tide, so higher ebb- or flood-tide passage rates may
be related to horizontal, rather than vertical, tidal fish movement. For example, fish may
move between channel edge habitats and the middle of the channel based on flow
direction, or be carried through different parts of the channel during ebb and flood tides
on asymmetric flow paths.
The diel differences in passage rate which we observed, on the other hand, could
have been related to changes in vertical fish distribution. Unlike tidal stage, our previous
study of this site found consistent changes in fish vertical distribution related to diel
stage: during the day, fish were more concentrated near the sea floor or surface,
depending on time of year, but at night, fish spread out in the water column (Viehman et
al. 2015). In that study, this difference was visually apparent in May, June, August, and
September surveys, but not in March. In the present study, we sampled only the mid- or
lower-water column (depending on water height). So, if the same diel shifts in vertical
distribution were occurring during the present study period, from spring through fall most
fish would have been outside of our sampled volume during the day but would have
moved within view at night, and there would be little day-night difference in passage rate
in the winter and early spring. This is consistent with our results, with higher passage
rates occurring at night from June through December. However, the influence of diel
cycle was not completely lacking in the winter and early spring, as passage rate
consistently peaked near dawn and dusk when those times coincided with low or ebbing
tides. Our previous work only compared day- and night-averaged vertical distributions,
so we had not captured any changes in fish activity related to dawn and dusk. By
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expecting and searching for 24-hr diel differences in fish distribution at this site, we did
not detect this crepuscular activity pattern that dominated for a large portion of the year.
Prior assumptions such as this have likely constrained results in other studies of fish
biology, as well (Heath et al. 1991), highlighting the utility of long-term, high-resolution
data collection.
It is important to remember that only individual fish were included in this study,
as individuals within schools could not be separated from their neighbors, and fish
schools often could not be distinguished from patches of entrained air. Fish in schools
were therefore omitted, which potentially affected the patterns in passage rate we were
able to measure. For example, we previously observed that many dense schools are
present in Cobscook Bay in the spring (Viehman et al. 2015, unpublished data), likely
larval Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus, Vieser 2014). These schools contributed to
high density indices in spring that were comparable to indices from the fall (Viehman et
al. 2015, unpublished data). However, in the present study, passage rates in the spring
were much lower than in the fall, which could have been due to the exclusion of these
schools. Individually, larval herring may not be strong enough acoustic targets to be
tracked with a -50 dB TS threshold, so even if schools were to spread out (e.g., at night;
Heath et al. 1991, Ferreira et al. 2012), they would be unlikely to contribute to fish
passage rate. However, many schooling fish species have been observed to spread out in
lower light levels, including adult Atlantic herring (Blaxter 1985) and Atlantic mackerel
(Scomber scombrus, Glass et al. 1986), both of which would be detectable above our TS
threshold. These fish are present in the area in high numbers in the summer and fall
(Vieser 2014, MacDonald et al. 1984), when the diel pattern in passage rate was
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strongest. It is possible that the diffusion and formation of schools of fish, such as
herring and mackerel, could have influenced the observed passage rates. Ideally, schools
would be included in this study, but to do so, new processing techniques to separate
schools of fish from entrained air need to be developed.
Hydroacoustics could not reveal the species of fish at this site, but physical
sampling that occurred from 2011 to 2014 (Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016) indicated
which species were likely present. These studies sampled the tidal channels of the bay
with pelagic and benthic trawls and the intertidal areas with seine and fyke nets from
spring to fall of each year. They found that Cobscook Bay has a diverse fish assemblage,
with 46 species sampled, many of which have seasonal in- and off-shore movements in
the Gulf of Maine (Bigelow and Schroeder 2002, Tyler 1971). Atlantic herring and
winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) were by far the most abundant species
caught in the tidal channels, making up 59.6% and 27.1% of the catch (Vieser 2014).
Most fish sampled were juveniles, with lengths agreeing well with the TS of fish detected
in this study. Some larger fish were also likely present and able to avoid the trawls, such
as adult Atlantic mackerel in the summer and fall. Four diadromous species, which have
well-defined annual on- and off-shore movements related to spawning, were also
captured: alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus), rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax), blueback
herring (Alosa aestivalis), and American eel (Anguilla rostrata). The life stages of some
of the fish species sampled were also found to change seasonally: herring sampled in
May and June were typically larval, while those sampled in August and September were
juvenile or adult. Some of the patterns we observed could have been related to fish
growing into the size ranges we sampled by setting a -50 dB TS threshold. For example,
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while individual larval herring (not schooling) may be too weak to detect, juvenile
herring several cm long would likely be strong enough targets. If larval fish remain in
Cobscook Bay and mature over the course of the spring and summer, their growth could
contribute to the comparably higher passage rates observed in summer and fall.
The changing patterns in fish passage rate that we observed each year are also
likely related to the seasonally changing fish assemblage of Cobscook Bay. Vertical and
horizontal movement patterns of fish in response to environmental cues are often specific
to species and life stage (Pittman and McAlpine 2001, Neilson and Perry 2001), and can
change seasonally even for one species as fish respond to changing day length and
temperature (Gibson et al. 1996). Though the vertical diel and tidal movements of most
of the species present in Cobscook Bay (Vieser 2014) are not well known, particularly in
such fast flows, a seasonally shifting fish assemblage is likely to result in seasonally
shifting patterns in passage rates, such as those we observed. The presence of herring
and mackerel in the summer and fall, for example, could have substantially contributed to
the increase in night-time passage rates, e.g. due to school diffusion (Blaxter 1985, Glass
et al. 1986) or diel vertical migrations (Huse and Korneliussen 2000, Nilsson et al. 2003)
bringing more individuals into the sampled volume. Without the ability to separate
acoustically detected fish by species, the unique movement pattern of any one species at
this site is virtually impossible to separate from the combined movement patterns of all
the others. In future studies of regions with diverse fish assemblages, it may be helpful to
collect data with multiple acoustic frequencies to aid in distinguishing anatomically
distinct groups of fish (Korneliussen and Ona 2004).
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In the present study, we saw no consistent correlation between fish passage rate
and current speed, and this has implications for potential MHK device effects. Previous
work by Broadhurst et al. (2014) and Hammar et al. (2015) used video to observe fish
interacting with MHK turbines at two other locations, and both studies concluded that
fish were less abundant at high current speeds and therefore less likely to come in contact
with moving turbine blades. This or any other consistent response to the tidal currents at
our study site would have appeared in the wavelet transform as a strong band near the 6hr periodicity, which was not the case. Instead, we observed that passage rate was
frequently high during the flowing tides (not only at slack tides), particularly at night
from summer through fall. If passage rate is assumed proportional to rate of encounter
with an MHK turbine at the same depth, fish may be more likely to contact moving
turbine blades than might be expected based on results of previous studies, particularly if
combined with the finding by Viehman and Zydlewski (2015) that fish were less likely to
evade an MHK turbine at night than during the day. However, this speculation should be
balanced with the results of laboratory studies of fish entrained in MHK turbines, which
found survival rates generally exceeded 90% (Amaral et al. 2015, Castro-Santos and
Haro 2015). So, even if the rate of fish encountering and entraining in the MHK turbine
is high, the magnitude of direct turbine effects such as blade strike may still be minimal.
This is particularly true for small fish, such as those detected here: as fish size relative to
blade diameter decreases, injury and mortality have also been found to decrease (Amaral
et al. 2015).
The high temporal variability in fish passage rate also has implications for
monitoring the effects of tidal energy turbines on fish. For example, to monitor near-field
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interactions of fish with an MHK device (e.g., direct strike by turbine blades), it would be
best to focus sampling efforts on times with high passage rates and a rotating turbine. At
this site, the best time to observe turbine interactions in the winter and spring would be
near sunrise or sunset during the second half of ebb tide, and in the summer and fall, at
night during either flood or ebb tide. Consideration should be given to the fish species
and life stages that would be present at different times of the year, as they may all
respond differently to an MHK device.
One approach to quantifying less direct MHK device effects is to monitor fish
abundance in the area of a device before and during its deployment (Viehman and
Zydlewski 2015, Staines et al. 2015). Unless monitoring can be continuous, as in this
study, the high temporal variability in fish presence in such dynamic environments could
influence results of long-term studies if they are not designed to consider these cycles.
This must be kept in mind when interpreting results from tidal energy sites. For example,
if our echosounder were duty-cycled to collect data for just a few hours of the month (and
therefore reduce processing and analysis time substantially), samples occurring at low
tide would be capturing higher passage rates relative to samples occurring at high tide.
The timing of observations in relation to underlying cycles in fish presence, which are
based on the environment and the behavioral responses of fish, could alias results and
produce trends that are not actually there. It is important that results of such monitoring
reflect actual trends in fish abundance. Overestimating effects on fish could harm this
developing industry but underestimating effects could harm the marine ecosystem.
Carrying out 24-hr surveys, which capture the high variation occurring over 12- and 24hr cycles, spaced over time to characterize the seasonal cycle each year, would be a first
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step toward achieving accurate long-term monitoring results at tidal energy sites like this
one. As more data are collected in the coming years, longer environmental cycles (e.g.,
climatic oscillations) will need to be taken into account, as they may also influence
observed trends. This long-term variation would be difficult to characterize without
studies spanning decades, but sampling a control or reference site alongside a tidal energy
site would aid in separating this and other sources of natural variation from effects of
MHK devices.
Results presented here are specific to one depth at one site, but they may be
applicable to other tidal energy sites characterized by similarly high-magnitude
environmental cycles. In strongly tidal channels frequented by valuable or endangered
fish species (e.g., salmon in the northwest USA or Atlantic sturgeon in the northeast),
observing passage rates with high temporal resolution could be very useful in predicting
and mitigating MHK device effects. Fish passage rates at turbine depth could be
combined with observations of close-range evasion behavior in the field, as well as fish
injury and mortality rates obtained in laboratory settings, to estimate the effects of a
single turbine on the fishes sharing its depth. When continuous or high-frequency
sampling is not an option, known environmental cycles should be used to inform plans
for monitoring turbine effects on fish, as well as the interpretation of study results. Better
understanding of the effects of a single MHK device on individual fish may help us
predict the effects of devices on fish populations as this new renewable energy industry
moves toward the deployment of commercial-scale MHK device arrays.
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CHAPTER 4
INCORPORATING ENVIRONMENTAL CYCLES INTO STUDY DESIGNS
IMPROVES FISH MONITORING AT TIDAL ENERGY SITES
4.1 Abstract
Continuous, long-term (multi-year) monitoring of animal presence at tidal energy
sites may be the ideal approach for separating cumulative effects of marine hydrokinetic
(MHK) devices on biota in a region from natural variability, which is high in these areas.
However, continuous sampling is often unrealistic due to cost or gear limitations, and
discrete sampling must be used instead. Fish presence at tidal energy sites is tied to
environmental changes, which are often cyclic in nature (e.g., tidal, diel, and seasonal
cycles). The timing and duration of discrete samples can therefore greatly affect
observed trends. Timing discrete samples to account for the cyclic patterns in fish
presence at a tidal energy site may improve the quality of long-term monitoring results
and reduce costs of monitoring by avoiding the need for high-frequency or continuous
sampling. We explored this idea by subsampling a two-year continuous time series of
fish passage rate at a tidal energy site in Cobscook Bay, Maine. We simulated the use of
different study designs at the site and compared their ability to capture the seasonal trend
in passage rate. Designs used either randomly spaced samples or samples informed by
environmental cycles which held the relevant environmental conditions constant (e.g.,
tidal, diel, and lunar stages). Sample durations simulated were 1, 12, and 24 hours, and
frequencies ranged from 3 to 12 per year. The temporal representativeness of each
sample duration ranged from 72 hours for 1-hr samples to 44 days for 24-hr samples.
Informed designs using 24-hr samples were the most accurate, efficient, and correlated
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with the true seasonal trend in fish presence. Sample duration had the largest effect on
design quality, and at least 4 samples per year were required to best reflect the true
seasonal trend. This approach to study design for detecting MHK device effects may be
applicable to tidal energy sites around the world, where similar environmental forcing
exists. As patterns in fish presence will vary with fish assemblage, the species and life
stages of fish present at each tidal power site should be considered when using this
approach to inform study design.
4.2 Introduction
Baseline information on biological systems is important for the prediction,
detection, and understanding of anthropogenic influences (Smith et al. 1993). Even with
baseline information, detecting effects in the natural environment can be difficult due to
natural variation affecting data collected before and after a site is perturbed. A beforeafter-control-impact (BACI) study design can aid in separating natural variation from
effects of an anthropogenic change (Smith et al. 1993, Osenberg et al. 1994). Under this
design, discrete samples are taken at the impact site before and after the perturbation is
made, as well as at a control site that experiences the same natural variation but is not
impacted by the same change. By comparing before to after at each site, effects of
anthropogenic changes may be separated from any natural variation. The ability of a
BACI design to detect impacts relies heavily on the number of samples taken before and
after the change is made, the natural variability of the parameter measured, and the size
of the effect (Osenberg et al. 1994). Without enough baseline information, it can be
difficult to determine the number of samples needed prior to the change being made.
Additionally, BACI comparisons do not necessarily require understanding of the natural
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variability to separate it from the effect of interest, but the natural variation may be
critical to understanding the mechanisms driving the effects and predicting future effects
as anthropogenic perturbations scale up or change in some other way.
Without some understanding of the variation in a biological quantity of interest
prior to designing a study, results may be inaccurate or incomplete. For example, the
interaction of short-term patterns with longer-term changes, such as diel and tidal
movements with the seasonal cycle, can limit the scope of results if not taken into
account. Viehman et al. (2015) took discrete 24-hr measurements of fish vertical
distribution several times per year for two years, and compared day- and night-averaged
distributions. They found that fish were concentrated near the sea floor or surface during
the day and were more spread out at night, except in winter, when there was no sign of a
diel difference. However, continuous data collection over two years (Chapter 3) revealed
high fish passage rates mid-water-column during the crepuscular periods in the winter, a
semi-diel pattern that was not seen in the previous study due to prior assumptions about
diel fish movements. Both of these studies were carried out to inform predictions of the
effects of a marine hydrokinetic (MHK) device on fish and provide a baseline of
comparison for data collected post- device installation. As such, it was important that
study results accurately represented fish presence at the site, as this largely determines the
potential rate of fish encounter with an MHK device.
Fish behavior, and therefore presence at any particular location, vary with species
and life stage, the needs of the individual (e.g., feeding, migrating, spawning), and
environmental conditions (e.g., light, currents, temperature, and day length; Pittman and
McAlpine 2001, Reebs 2002). In dynamic, variable environments such as tidal energy
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sites, metrics of fish abundance (e.g., density or passage rate) are similarly highly
variable (Viehman et al. 2015, Chapter 3). In such a setting, study design can greatly
influence results if the natural variation is not understood well enough to inform the
monitoring plan. For instance, the number of samples needed to fully characterize the
quantity of interest (e.g., fish passage rate) and to detect any change is dependent on its
variability. Under-sampling provides too little information to draw accurate conclusions,
but over-sampling can waste limited resources. To optimize sample frequency and
duration for specific research goals, the temporal representativeness of a data point, i.e.
how much time is represented by the results of a single sample (Jacques and Horne 2014,
Anttila 2012) should be defined.
The timing of each individual sample within a study is also important, particularly
in areas where the quantity of interest is cyclic in nature. This is because the interaction
of sampling frequency with the underlying cycles can generate false patterns in the
resulting dataset (e.g., signal aliasing, Vaseghi 2008). Many of the environmental
conditions that affect fish activity and movement are cyclic (e.g., diel, lunar, and seasonal
cycles), and tidal areas are subjected to the additional influence of the various periodic
components of the tidal cycle (Gibson 2003). Fish passage rate at a tidal energy site in
Cobscook Bay, Maine was strongly influenced by tidal, diel, and seasonal cycles
(Chapter 3), and this is likely to be the case in many areas with environmental forcing of
similar magnitude. The best method for characterizing this type of highly variable, cyclic
quantity would be to collect high-resolution data (e.g., sample at several times the
shortest frequency present) for a long period of time (several times the period of the
longest cycle present). One method for sampling large volumes of water at very high
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temporal resolution is hydroacoustics. Hydroacoustic equipment can be deployed
remotely and operated for long periods of time, making it suitable for high-resolution,
long-term data collection (Flagg et al. 1994, Cochrane et al. 1994, Picco et al. 2016,
Jacques and Horne 2014, Urmy et al. 2012). However, remote deployments are costly to
build and deploy, and they are limited by battery life if not cabled to shore. Additionally,
acoustic data generally require large amounts of digital storage space and timeconsuming manual processing. For a start-up company monitoring the effects of an
MHK device on fish with limited resources, more realistic options might include discrete
hydroacoustic samples spread out over time (e.g., vessel-based transects at a site), or
duty-cycling a remotely deployed echosounder (to extend battery life, reduce data
storage, and limit processing time).
If continuous sampling is not an option, incorporating the cyclic nature of fish
presence at a tidal energy site into monitoring plans may be advantageous. Several
studies of the temporal variability in the marine realm have suggested such incorporation
of natural patterns to improve the accuracy of study results (Embling et al. 2012, Blauw
et al. 2012). Even without a thorough baseline, if the dominant environmental
periodicities at a tidal energy site are known, the dominant cycles in fish presence may be
inferred. The research question can then determine which cycles are important to
characterize, and which are not necessary to characterize but could influence observed
trends. The cycles to be characterized would set the minimum desired sampling
frequency (several times the frequency of the shortest cycle of interest) and the minimum
total time spanned by the study (several times the length of the longest cycle of interest).
Cycles influencing the results that are not of interest can then inform the duration and
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spacing of individual samples. This technique has been used in water quality monitoring
to remove the effect of diel and seasonal cycles on long-term chlorophyll-a measurements
when seasonal and diel cycles were of less interest than multi-year trends (Anttila 2012).
By sampling a station during the same seasonal event each year, the influence of seasonal
cycle is avoided, and by sampling for an entire day and obtaining the day’s average, the
influence of diel cycle is removed (Anttila 2012).
The same method may be applicable to measurements of fish presence at tidal
energy sites. A general monitoring goal is to characterize fish presence at a site before
and after an MHK device is deployed, in order to detect cumulative device effects. The
temporal scale at which these effects occur is not yet known, and is likely to vary based
on the stressor (e.g., noise, direct strike) and receptor (e.g., different fish species or life
stages) (Boehlert and Gill 2010). To examine the longer-term effects of device operation,
a study should be designed to detect changes occurring over months and years, rather
than days (which may be more appropriate for monitoring transient effects of device
installation activities). This suggests a sampling frequency of several times per year,
particularly if a seasonal cycle is present. Next, sample duration and timing must be
decided. If sample duration is a multiple of a cycle’s period, summary statistics of the
sample (e.g., mean or median) can be used to cancel out that cycle’s effects. For
example, the influence of short-term cyclic variation caused by the tidal or diel cycles
(periods of 12 and 24 hr, respectively), could both be removed from the longer-term
observations by setting sample duration to 24 hr. Any intermediate cycles, which have
periods longer than sample duration and frequencies higher than sample frequency (e.g.,
the lunar cycle), must be accounted for with sample timing. For example, if 24-hr
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samples are carried out at a sampling frequency of 6 per year, the effect of lunar cycle
(which has a period of 29.5 days and a frequency of 12 per year) could be limited by
timing each of the 6 samples to occur at the same lunar phase.
In this paper, we explored the influence of different study designs on observed
temporal trends in fish passage rate at a tidal energy site. We did this by subsampling a
two-year time series at an MHK turbine in Cobscook Bay, Maine (Chapter 3). We
simulated study designs that used various sample durations (1, 12, and 24 hrs),
frequencies (3 to 12 times per year), and timing (random, or informed by temporal
cycles). Study designs were judged based on their ability to accurately portray the
seasonal trend in fish abundance, which was the longest cycle detected in the 2-year time
series. Design quality was assessed using three metrics: accuracy, efficiency, and
correlation. Accuracy measured the departure of study results from the true seasonal
trend. Efficiency measured the effect that changes in sample timing had on results:
ideally, a good study design would not be strongly affected by slight changes in sample
timing. Correlation measured the similarity of the trend obtained via the study design
and the true trend: whether they showed similar relative changes over time, regardless of
absolute differences (accuracy). In addition, we evaluated the temporal
representativeness of samples of each duration, to provide a theoretical minimum sample
frequency (i.e., number of samples per year) required to fully characterize fish presence
at this site, and to better inform interpretation of future sample results.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Data
The data used were collected from July 15, 2013 to July 28, 2015 by a sidelooking, 7° split beam echosounder mounted on the sea floor at a tidal energy site in
Cobscook Bay, Maine (Fig 4.1; Chapter 3). The echosounder used a frequency of 200
kHz, a pulse length of 0.256 ms, and a transmit power of 120 W, and sampled
approximately 5 times per second. After noise removal, a target strength threshold of -60
dB was applied to hydroacoustic data to eliminate echoes unlikely to be from fish. Fish
were tracked, exported from Echoview®, and compiled into a time series with 1-hr
resolution. Further details of the hydroacoustic data processing and time series
construction can be found in Chapter 3. The resulting time series was the number of fish
detected within the acoustic beam each hour, or fish passage rate in units of fish per hour,
for two years.
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Fig 4.1 Study area and echosounder setup. In lower panel, tidal current moves out of page
during the ebb tide and into the page during the flood tide. Figure components from Chapter 3.

4.3.2 Study design simulations
We simulated different study designs by sub-sampling the time series of hourly
fish passage rate. We chose to focus on accurately measuring the seasonal trend in fish
passage rate, which was the longest periodic signal present in the available time series.
The “true” trend in fish passage rate to which we compared simulation results was
obtained by applying a moving median to the time series, using a window length of 61
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days (Fig 4.2). The median portrayed the general trends in passage rate more accurately
than the mean, which was heavily influenced by the periodic peaks in passage rate.

Fig 4.2 Time series of fish passage rate. Time series presented in Chapter 3. Gray line is raw
data, thick black line is the moving median showing seasonal variation. (a) Full time series, with
vertical black lines indicating 20-day subset shown in (b).

Three sample durations likely to be considered for long-term monitoring at tidal
energy sites were tested:1 hr (e.g., a transect or two across a narrow tidal channel), 12 hr
(to encompass a complete tidal cycle), and 24 hours (to encompass the tidal and diel
cycle; e.g. Viehman et al. 2015 and Staines et al. submitted). All samples were assumed
to be either stationary or occurring over a small spatial scale, as the spatial distribution of
fish is highly variable and likely difficult to extrapolate beyond a few hundred meters
from the point of measurement (Jacques and Horne 2014).
For each sampling duration, two study design types were simulated. These were
either “random” or “informed” by the environmental cycles known to be present and
influential to fish presence (Table 4.1) Simulating these study designs consisted of
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dividing the year into equal time segments based on the number of samples to be carried
out, and placing one sample within each of these segments. Random designs placed
samples randomly within each segment. Informed designs randomly placed the first
sample within the first time segment, then held the relevant environmental conditions
constant for each following sample. Environmental cycles known to be influential to fish
passage rate at this site were tidal, diel, and lunar cycles (Chapter 3). For the 1-hr sample
duration, this meant selecting a data point within each segment at the same tidal stage
(ebb or flood), same part of the tide (beginning, middle, or end), same diel stage (day or
night), and same lunar phase (29.5 days apart) as the first, randomly-chosen sample. The
12-hr sample duration ensured the same diel stage and lunar phase, and began and ended
at the same tidal stage and portion of the tide, as the first sample. The 24-hr sample
duration, the length of which encompassed tidal and diel stages, held lunar phase constant
and started and ended at the same tide, portion of tide, and diel stage as the first sample.
The maximum sampling frequency attainable for informed study designs was 12 samples
per year, due to the need to hold lunar phase constant across the entire study. Sample
frequency was therefore varied from 3 to 12 for each study design to assess its effect on
results.
Table 4.1 Summary of simulated study designs.
Study
Sample
Sample timing
design type
duration
Random
1 hr
Random within each time segment
12 hr
Random within each time segment
24 hr
Random within each time segment
Informed
1 hr
Constant tidal stage, diel stage, lunar stage, and part of tide
12 hr
Constant diel and lunar stages
24 hr
Constant lunar stages
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Each study design was simulated 500 times, with a different random starting time
chosen within the first time segment for each simulation. Using these multiple
simulations, we calculated the three metrics of design performance: accuracy, efficiency,
and correlation.
Study design accuracy was defined as the average percent error of each
simulation’s results compared to the true median fish passage rate. For each simulation
of a study design, the difference between each sample’s median (or single value, in the
case of the 1-hr sample duration) and the true median passage rate for the same time
frame was calculated. This number was normalized to the true median to represent error
as a percentage. The percent errors for all simulations were then averaged to calculate
the design’s overall accuracy. Larger values indicated greater error, and therefore less
accurate results for a given study design.
Study design efficiency indicated how sensitive results were to changes in sample
timing. The metric for efficiency was average coefficient of variation, ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑉, which was the
average of the CV’s of all simulated samples within each time segment. A larger value
̅̅̅̅ indicated greater variation across simulations of a given study design, and
of 𝐶𝑉
therefore lower study design efficiency.
Correlation of sampled passage rate and the true median passage rate (e.g.,
whether the same relative changes were shown in each dataset) was quantified for each
study design using the adjusted correlation coefficient (𝑅𝑎2 ). For each simulation of a
study design, sampled passage rate was linearly regressed onto the true median passage
rate from the corresponding time bins (with both datasets log-transformed to meet
normality assumptions). Once all simulations were complete, 𝑅𝑎2 values were averaged to
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compute ̅𝑅̅̅𝑎2̅, the average adjusted correlation coefficient for the study design. Higher
correlation indicated a stronger linear relationship of the sampled and true values, e.g.
changes in one reflected the changes in the other, which indicated a better study design.
The temporal representativeness, the time span to which a single data point (e.g.,
the median fish passage rate from a sample) may be extrapolated, was then determined
for each sampling duration. This was done by re-sampling the time series at each
sampling duration and calculating the median and interquartile range (IQR) of the data
within each time bin. In the case of the 1-hr sampling duration, only one data point was
selected per sample, so this was used as the median value and the IQR was not calculated.
Autocorrelation functions of the medians and IQRs were generated, and the minimum lag
at which either the median or IQR became independent at the 95% confidence level was
identified. Temporal representativeness was then calculated as twice this lag: an
individual sample could be assumed not independent, and therefore representative, of
samples within this much time either before or after. The minimum sample frequency
(samples per year) needed to fully describe fish passage rate and its variation was
calculated for each sampling duration as 1 year divided by the temporal
representativeness.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Temporal representativeness
The temporal representativeness of a sample increased with sample duration: 1-hr
samples were representative of the 72 hr (36 hr before and after), 12-hr samples were
representative of 29 days, and 24-hr samples represented 44 days. The minimum sample
frequency needed to fully characterize median fish passage rate and its variability at the
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site was therefore 122 per year for 1-hr samples, 13 per year for 12-hr samples, and 8 per
year for 24-hr samples.
4.4.2 Study design simulations
Visual inspection of simulation results indicated that variability across
simulations and deviation from the true median was greatest for shorter sample durations
and smallest for longer sample durations (Fig 4.3). The results of 1-hr samples, for
random and informed designs, were highly variable from one simulation to the next and
often captured passage rates far from the true median fish passage rate (Fig 4.3a, b).
Study designs using 24-hr sample duration (Fig 4.3e, f) showed much better agreement
between simulations (higher efficiency), and followed the true trend in passage rate well
(higher accuracy). Study designs with 12-hr sample duration were intermediate (Fig
4.3c, d).
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Fig 4.3 Results of study design simulations. 50 (of 500) simulations are shown for clarity.
Random (a, c, e) and informed (b, d, f) simulations for each sample duration (1 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr),
using sampling frequency of 12 samples per year. The grey line is the raw time series and
colored lines show individual simulations (each line is one simulation). The thick black line is
the true median trend in fish passage rate.
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Accuracy, efficiency, and correlation metrics (Figs 4.4-4.6) supported visual
examination of the results. Sample duration had a greater effect on all metrics than
sampling frequency, with longer samples outperforming shorter ones. The effect of
sample duration was particularly strong for accuracy (Fig 4.4) and correlation (Fig 4.6).
Accuracy improved with longer samples, with error decreasing from about 180% for 1-hr
samples to 65% for 24-hr samples (Fig 4.4). Efficiency increased with longer samples,
with ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑉decreasing from approximately 3.2 for 1-hr samples to 1 for 24-hr samples (Fig
̅̅̅̅𝑎2 ) increased from approximately 0.35 for 1-hr samples to 0.67 for
4.5). Correlation (𝑅
24-hr samples (Fig 4.6).

Fig 4.4 Accuracy of simulated study designs. Accruacy (indicated by percent error) shown for
sampling frequencies from 3 to 12 per year, and for sample durations of (a) 1 hr, (b) 12 hr, and (c)
24 hr. Black indicates random design type, red is informed. Error bars indicate standard
deviation.
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Fig 4.5 Efficiency of simulated study. Efficiency (indicated by average coefficient of variation)
shown for sampling frequencies from 3 to 12 per year, and for sample durations of (a) 1 hr, (b) 12
hr, and (c) 24 hr. Black indicates random design type, red is informed. Error bars indicate
standard deviation.

Fig 4.6 Correlation of simulated study designs. Correlation (indicated by the average adjusted
correlation coefficient) shown for sampling frequencies from 3 to 12 per year, and for sample
durations of (a) 1 hr, (b) 12 hr, and (c) 24 hr. Black indicates random design type, red is
informed. Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Sampling frequency affected most study designs in a similar manner, with all
designs performing the worst at the lowest frequency, 3 per year, but improving
somewhat with increased sampling frequency. However, the three quality metrics
improved only slightly from 4 to 12 samples per year. Random and informed study
designs performed similarly for accuracy and efficiency, but informed designs showed
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noticeably higher correlation with the true trend in fish passage rate for designs using 1and 24-hr sample durations.
4.5 Discussion
At this tidal energy site, study design simulations indicated that informed study
designs using 24-hr sample duration provided the best results for a multi-year study
which sought to characterize the seasonal trend in fish presence. Simulated study designs
with samples duration of 24 hrs were more accurate, less dependent on sample timing,
and better reflected the true changes in fish passage rate than designs that used shorter
samples. Sample frequency was not as important to design quality as sample duration,
though higher frequencies slightly improved results. The design which provided the most
accurate results and highest correlation used at least four 24-hr samples per year, with
timing informed by the environmental cycles (timed to occur on the same lunar phase).
The general lack of improvement at frequencies higher than four samples per year
indicate that this frequency may be sufficient to characterize changes occurring on a
seasonal scale. Timing 24-hr samples with lunar phase noticeably improved correlation
of sample results with the true median fish passage rate, but did not improve the accuracy
or efficiency. As relative changes in fish presence are very important to most monitoring
goals, the lunar phase should be held constant when planning the dates of 24-hr samples.
Shorter samples showed higher error, greater dependence on sample timing, and
poorer correlation with actual trends in fish presence than did the 24-hr samples. Very
large peaks in fish abundance occur at this site on 12- and 24-hr periods (Chapter 3), so
results from samples shorter than 24 hours are likely to be influenced by extreme values.
Holding physical factors such as tidal and diel stage constant did not consistently
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improve accuracy or efficiency of results over those of random designs. This could
largely be due to the fact that the response of fish presence to the shorter-scale
environmental cycles changes over time (Chapter 3; Pittman and McAlpine 2001, Gibson
2003). In Cobscook Bay, Maine, in the spring, passage rates were highest in the sampled
volume near dawn and dusk, while in the fall, peak rates occurred at night (Chapter 3).
Sampling only at one time of day (e.g., near dawn) for the whole year would not account
for this seasonal change in fish presence relative to the diel cycle, resulting in a trend that
would not follow the true seasonal trend. Sampling for an entire day encompasses any
shifts in abundance relative to the diel cycle, and the resulting trend would not be as
influenced by changing diel patterns.
The temporal representativeness of 1-, 12-, and 24- hr samples unsurprisingly
indicated that samples with greater duration were representative of larger spans of time.
The temporal representativeness is useful in that it can be used to set limits for the
applicability of information from individual samples. For example, one day of data
should not be assumed to represent more than the nearest 22 days before and after, and
one hour of data should not be taken to represent more than the nearest 36 hr before and
after. This information should be used to inform study designs, based on study goals, and
should be used during the interpretation of study results. The temporal
representativeness of 24-hr samples indicated that a minimum of 8 samples per year
would be necessary to fully characterize median fish passage rate and the magnitude of
its variation. At the other extreme, 121 1-hr samples per year would be needed to acquire
the same information. If only seasonal trends are of interest, as in the situation presented
here, full characterization of fish passage rate and its variation may not be necessary; this
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was indicated by design quality leveling off at sample frequencies higher than 4 per year.
However, different study goals may require the minimum sampling frequency or higher.
For example, if the goal of a study were to quantify the immediate effects of device
deployment on nearby fish abundance, the first few weeks after device deployment may
be of the highest interest, and 1-hr samples spaced 72 hrs apart would be sufficient for
capturing median fish passage rate and its variability over that time.
The use of 24-hr samples worked well to characterize the seasonal trend in fish
passage rate by encompassing much of the influence of the tidal and diel cycle within
each sample. However, there remained a good deal of variation that was not removed
using this method. For example, the lowest percent error of the informed 24-hr samples
was approximately 65%, and was almost entirely due to over-estimating the true median
(Fig 4.3f). The highest correlation of the informed 24-hr samples was approximately
0.69, meaning the results reflected the true median relatively well but 31% of the
variation was not accounted for by their linear relationship (i.e., there were rises and falls
in the simulated study results that were not present in the true median passage rate). This
was 7% more variation explained than the best random design with 24-hr samples
(correlation of 0.62). Though informed designs improved correlation, the remaining
unexplained variation, combined with the tendency to overestimate the true median,
indicated that the median rates from 24-hr samples were still influenced by the large
peaks in passage rate related to tidal and diel stage, and potentially other sources of
variation unrelated to these cycles.
The remaining unexplained variation highlights the importance of using a control
site for comparison while monitoring turbine effects, particularly if effects may be small
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relative to other potential sources of variation (Osenberg et al. 1994). If both sites are
monitored with discrete 24-hr samples informed by environmental cycles, the effects of
cyclic variation on the results could be substantially reduced at both sites. Minimizing
such variation maximizes the ability to distinguish MHK device effects from other
variation, and would additionally ensure data are more comparable and consistent over
time. This is encouraging, given the monitoring efforts that have so far taken place in
Cobscook Bay. Viehman et al. 2015 began collecting information for a BACI study of
the site, which was continued by Staines et al. (submitted) and could be continued when
site development recommences. These studies have always collected 24-hr samples at
project and control sites, and so have likely substantially reduced the amount of variation
that could influence their results. These sampling methods, when continued through
future MHK device deployment at this site, will likely improve the chances of detecting
device effects through BACI comparisons.
The approach to study design presented here consists of using the known
environmental cycles at a tidal energy site to inform studies of fish presence, and it is
likely applicable to most tidal energy sites around the world. Many tidal energy sites in
the North Atlantic have similar fish assemblages: for example, Cobscook Bay (Vieser
2014) has many species in common with the Bay of Fundy (Mahon and Smith 1989) and
coastal waters of the United Kingdom (Henderson and Bird 2010), and MHK devices are
being tested in both of these areas (Stokesbury et al. 2016, Broadhurst et al. 2014). For a
given study question, the same study design may therefore be applicable at all of these
sites. Even if fish assemblages vary across sites, the distribution and behavior of many
species is driven by environmental factors (Pittman and McAlpine 2001, Reebs 2002,
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Gibson 2003). Areas with similar environmental cycles will likely find related
periodicities in fish presence, so basic knowledge of the major environmental cycles at a
site can indicate which study designs will gather the most useful information for a given
study aim. As initial site evaluations are carried out, study design can be further
informed by more detailed information on environmental variability (e.g., current speed,
direction, and temporal components; Hardisty 2007, Copping et al. 2016). Any
information on the fish assemblage can further refine the final design (e.g., are diel
differences in fish activity likely to occur? do species change seasonally?). In addition to
reducing the cost of studies by avoiding the need for continuous sampling, the consistent
use of this approach for study design at tidal energy sites would improve the detectability
of device effects on fish and comparability of results across locations worldwide.
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CHAPTER 5
COMBINING SCALES TO UNDERSTAND EFFECTS OF TIDAL ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT ON FISH IN COBSCOOK BAY, MAINE
5.1 Introduction
The environmental effects of marine hydrokinetic (MHK) devices on the
environment are largely unquantified, mainly due to the low number of devices installed
worldwide. Fish are a key component of the marine environment, and effects on fish are
uncertain and of great concern (Copping et al. 2016, Boehlert and Gill 2010). The
possible effects of marine hydrokinetic (MHK) devices span a range of spatial scales,
from “nearfield” effects occurring within a few blade diameters of the device to “farfield”
effects occurring multiple diameters away (Copping et al. 2015). In the case of fish, a
nearfield effect may be blade strike of an individual, or fish aggregating around a
device’s structure. A farfield effect may be fish altering migration routes to avoid the
area of an MHK device or array of devices. There is also an intermediate scale between
near- and farfield, for lack of a better term, the ‘midfield,’ where effects may include
changes to the local fish assemblage, e.g., vertical distribution or abundance, in the
general area of the device.
Potential effects of MHK devices on fish also span a wide range of temporal
scales. The natural horizontal and vertical distribution of fish, and therefore their
likelihood of encountering the MHK device in the first place , are often species- or lifestage-specific and linked to environmental factors (Seitz et al. 2011, Bradley et al. 2015).
For example, many fish species undertake seasonal migrations that could bring them to a
tidal energy site at certain times of the year (Pittman and McAlpine 2001). On a finer
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timescale, a species at a tidal energy site may only be present at turbine depth during
certain tidal stages, when they rise into the water column to take advantage of the current
(Forward and Tankersley 2001). The sensory and swimming abilities of fish, and
therefore their ability to detect and evade an MHK device in their path, also vary with
species and life stage (Beamish 1978, Weihs and Webb 1984, Kim and Wardle 2003).
Effects of turbines on fish will therefore vary with natural temporal changes in the fish
assemblage.
More information on how fish interact with MHK devices at multiple spatial and
temporal scales is necessary to determine at which scales effects actually occur and may
be detectable (Copping et al 2015). As it is impossible to observe all potential spatial and
temporal scales of effects with one study method, studies should occur at multiple scales
to quantify and understand MHK device effects on fish (Copping et al. 2015). Several
studies have been carried out in recent years which are increasing our understanding of
fish interactions with MHK devices and helping identify new methods for observing
effects on fish at different scales.
In the nearfield domain, laboratory studies have been used to characterize fish
behavior and rates of injury and mortality when they are entrained in MHK devices
(Castro-Santos and Haro 2015, Amaral et al. 2015). These studies indicated that survival
is quite high, on the order of 90% or more, and that behavior can change upstream of
devices (e.g., down-stream moving fish may pause before passing through or by the
turbine). In a field setting, Broadhurst et al. (2014) and Hammar et al. (2013) observed
daytime interactions of fish with different MHK devices using video. Broadhurst et al.
(2014) reported that the fish observed at an MHK device in the Orkney Isles (adult
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pollack, Pollachius pollachius) aggregated near the device at slack tide, but dispersed as
the current speed increased. Hammar et al. (2013) examined avoidance of a device in a
tropical area, and noted that different species of fish acted differently; for example,
predatory species tended to be ‘bolder’ in approaching the device than herbivorous
species. Bevelhimer et al. (2015) used a hydroacoustic camera and observed potential
vertical avoidance maneuvers by fish within 0-15 m of an MHK device in the East River,
NY, and a decrease in fish numbers when the turbine was present may have indicated fish
avoidance of the turbine’s general area.
Studies occurring over larger spatial scales (e.g. hundreds of meters from MHK
turbines, midfield to farfield) have primarily focused on describing the natural
distribution of fish to predict the probability for spatial and temporal overlap of fish and
MHK turbines. Jacques and Horne (2014) sought to characterize the natural spatial
variability of nekton distribution at a potential tidal energy site to determine the necessary
sampling resolution for adequately moniting MHK device effects. Using hydroacoustic
transects, they found that a point estimate of nekton density could be considered
representative of the nearest 300 m. This spatial representativeness suggested that to
fully characterize nekton density at the site, instruments should be deployed at densities
of 3.56 per km2. Using knowledge of natural spatial variation in nekton density was a
unique approach to optimizing study design, and it could be applied to monitoring plans
at other tidal energy sites. As measurements must often be taken at some distance from a
deployed MHK device due to safety precautions, knowledge of the spatial
representativeness of a single point estimate can also determine the maximum distance
from a device at which a measurement can be taken.
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To understand cumulative effects of MHK devices on fish, we need to begin
linking near-, mid-, and farfield observations. For example, the natural distribution of
fish in space and time at a site relative to a turbine (mid- to far-field; Viehman et al. 2015,
Staines et al. 2015, Staines et al. submitted, Shen et al. 2016, Chapter 3) can be combined
with nearfield fish behavior when they encounter an MHK device (Viehman and
Zydlewski 2015, Hammar et al. 2013, Chapter 1) to predict fish entrainment in the
turbine. Survival post-entrainment may then be informed by laboratory studies (Amaral
et al. 2015, Castro-Santos and Haro 2015), where events such as fish strike or injury are
easier to observe.
Our work in Cobscook Bay over the past several years is an example of multiple
scales of study that have been carried out at the same site, around the same device, with
the same fish assemblage, over a number of years. In 2010, Viehman and Zydlewski
(2015a) observed fish interaction with an MHK turbine (nearfield) for 24 hours. From
2010-2013, we observed the relative density of fish and their vertical distribution at midand far-field scales, and tested for effects of turbine deployment (Viehman et al. 2015,
Staines et al. 2015, and Staines et al. submitted). At the same time, from 2011 to 2013,
Vieser (2014) characterized the finfish community of Cobscook Bay (e.g., mid- to farfield) to inform the hydroacoustic studies and provide a baseline for future comparison.
In 2013, we used mobile hydroacoustic transects to connect data from the far- and nearfields to predict the likelihood that fish would encounter the MHK turbine (Shen et al.
2016). In 2013 and 2014, we examined fish behavior in the near/midfield of a deployed,
static MHK turbine for several weeks (Chapter 1). Last, from 2013 to 2015, we
characterized natural fish presence in the near/midfield, without the turbine present, using
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long-term, continuous hydroacoustic data collection (Viehman and Zydlewski 2015b and
Chapters 3 and 4).
These results, gathered over multiple spatial and temporal scales, provide the
opportunity to build a more comprehensive picture of fish interactions with an MHK
device that is not available at most sites around the world. Here, those multiple studies
are used to illustrate how various scales of observation can be combined to answer
questions about MHK device effects on the local fish assemblage, and to provide
recommendations for future research and monitoring approaches at tidal energy sites.
5.2 Cobscook Bay MHK device assessment
In Cobscoook Bay, study goals arose and evolved over time based on
conversations with ORPC, regulators, and community members. These goals can be
broadly categorized as: (1) describe the near-field interactions of fish with a single
device; (2) characterize presence of fish in the area to (3) detect the long-term effects of a
single operating device on regional fish presence and abundance and (4) predict the
probability of fish encountering the turbine; and (5) use all results to inform future
monitoring efforts. Several separate studies were carried out to address these aims,
primarily using hydroacoustics, as comprehensive physical sampling could not be carried
out with the precision and resolution necessary to address our questions.
5.2.1 Nearfield interactions of fish with the MHK device
The nearfield behavior of fish around the device was quantified in two different
studies. The first occurred in 2010 and spanned 24 hrs, using two DIDSON
hydroacoustic cameras to observe fish behavior within approximately 3 m up- and downstream of a test turbine suspended below a barge in Cobscook Bay (Viehman and
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Zydlewski 2015a). This study again observed predominantly small fish (10-20 cm in
length), which is in line with the physical data later collected. As with the mobile
transects over the device, we found that these fish mainly moved with the current. They
tended to enter the turbine if they were at its depth, particularly at night, and that larger
fish (>10 cm) were more likely to evade the turbine than smaller ones. Schools of fish
were also slightly more likely to evade the turbine than individuals. During this nearfield
study, the majority of fish were observed at night after the slack tide, which aligns with
patterns we observed in the two-year time series at that time of year (Chapter 3). As with
our other studies of Cobscook Bay, these results stress the need to consider the species
and life stages of fish present and their unique behaviors when predicting device effects.
The second nearfield (bordering on midfield) study spanned several weeks in the
spring of 2013 and was used to observed fish movement in the horizontal plane 7-14 m
from the static TidGen® turbine using a bottom-mounted, split beam echosounder
(Chapter 1). This study revealed that avoidance was likely occurring at those distances,
which fills in more information between the observations by Shen et al. (2016) and the
DIDSON observations by Viehman and Zydlewski (2015a). The study further indicated
that avoidance consisted primarily of small departures from the direction of the current,
which may be sufficient for device avoidance at those distances from the device.
Assuming these movements could occur in the vertical plane, as well (which we could
not observe), this type of movement by small fish could have accounted for the fact that
half of the fish within the DIDSON viewing window were already above or below the
turbine upon arrival. This avoidance was incorporated into the probability of encounter
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model to fill in the 10 m nearest the MHK turbine, decreasing the probability of fish
encountering the turbine from 5.8% to 2.9%.
These two nearfield studies also investigated fish behavior directly downstream of
the MHK device. The DIDSON cameras revealed that fish were almost constantly
milling in the device wake. This behavior was absent in the side-looking split beam data,
indicating that the effect was likely confined to the nearest 7 m downstream of the static
turbine (this range may be different for an operating turbine). The reason for this
behavior could not be determined, but could have been related to fish purposely
sheltering in the turbine wake or being disoriented by passage through the turbine.
Regardless of the mechanism behind this aggregation, the role of an MHK turbine as a
fish aggregating device has potential implications at the ecosystem level. Piscivores like
seals, porpoises, and diving seabirds have been found to frequent strong tidal areas where
physical forcing can aggregate prey into somewhat predictable patches (Benjamins et al.
2015), and fish aggregating downstream of MHK devices could lead them into close
proximity.
5.2.2 Fish presence at the tidal energy site
Characterizing fish presence at the tidal energy site (independent of a turbine)
required combining multiple sampling methods, including physical sampling of fish in
Cobscook Bay (Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016), monitoring fish vertical distribution
and relative density over time (Viehman et al. 2015, Staines et al. submitted, Staines et al.
2015), and describing the variability in fish presence over short and long time scales
(Chapter 3).
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Physical sampling was required for a general understanding of the fish species
and life stages that were likely being detected in our hydroacoustic surveys. It also
provided a baseline understanding of fish present in the area for comparison to future data
collection and detection of farfield, long-term effects on the local fish assemblage. This
physical sampling consisted of benthic and pelagic trawls carried out in the inner, central,
and outer bays of Cobscook Bay, and seine and fyke nets used in the intertidal areas of
each bay, from spring to fall of 2011-2014 (Vieser 2014, Zydlewski 2016). Results
showed that Cobscook Bay has a diverse fish assemblage, with 46 species captured
(Vieser 2014, Zydlewski et al. 2016). Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) and winter
flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) were by far the most abundant species caught
in the tidal channels (sub-tidal). Most fish sampled were juveniles, with very few over
30 cm in length. Based on local knowledge, it is likely that some larger fish were also
present but under-sampled due to their ability to avoid the trawls. These included adult
Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), which are present in large numbers in the late
summer. Many of the other species detected also have seasonal presence along the coast
of Maine (Bigelow and Schroeder 2002, Tyler 1971). The most important results of this
sampling with regard to MHK device monitoring were: (1) the baseline dataset it created
for future comparisons, and (2) that most fish at this tidal energy were small, mainly
juveniles of many different species. The results of our other studies at this site should
therefore be interpreted in this context and extrapolated to sites with different fish
assemblages with care.
Cumulative effects of an MHK device on fish in the region (i.e., the mid- to farfield) may be reflected by changes in fish presence, e.g. abundance or density. We
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therefore began a hydroacoustic study of the vertical distribution and relative density of
fish at the tidal energy site years before turbine deployment, to establish a baseline for
use in a before-after-control-impact (BACI) study. Down-looking hydroacoustic samples
lasting 24 hrs each were carried out at the future site of the MHK device and at a control
site 1.6 km seaward, several times per year in 2010 and 2011 (Viehman et al. 2015). This
study revealed that fish tended to be in higher densities near the sea floor, though this
varied seasonally with the fish assemblage; in the spring, for example, when larval and
recently-metamorphosed Atlantic herring were present in large numbers, fish density
tended to be highest in the upper water column. At night, fish tended to spread out in the
water column. These differences in vertical distribution were the first indication that the
likelihood of fish interacting with the MHK device, and therefore its potential effects,
were not constant over time. At this site, fish would be more likely to be at turbine depth
at night, when fish were spread out in the water column, than during the day, when most
fish would be above or below the turbine.
Samples taken during the BACI study provided snapshots of fish density and
distribution over the years studied, each with high temporal resolution (24 hours at 1 ping
per second) but separated from the others by large time gaps (months). We filled these
temporal gaps in our understanding by collecting a two-year, high-resolution (hourly)
time series of fish passage rate at turbine depth using a stationary side-looking
echosounder mounted on the sea floor at the MHK device site (Chapter 3).
Unsurprisingly, we found cyclic variation in fish passage rates linked to environmental
cycles, primarily the 12-hr tidal, 24-hr diel, and 365-day seasonal cycles but also various
components of the lunar cycle. Surprisingly, fish passage rate did not appear to be linked
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to tidal current speed in any consistent manner. This constrasts the results of Broadhurst
et al. (2014), who detected fewer fish at higher current speeds. The fish observed by
Broadhurst et al. were large adult pollack, and apparently had different responses to
changing environmental factors, such as current speeds, than did the smaller fish of the
Cobscook Bay assemblage.
The highly variable passage rate at the depth of the MHK turbine indicated that
fish encounter rate with the turbine would be similarly variable. The highest times of fish
passage rate, and therefore turbine encounter, would generally be at night in the summer
and fall, and near sunrise and sunset in the spring and winter, depending on the tidal
stage. Whichever species contribute to the high passage rates at these times would likely
be the most affected. These patterns were consistent with the snapshots captured by our
BACI baseline surveys. However, certain discrepancies between results of the two
studies have implications for future work. In the BACI study, data were collected at high
temporal resolution but processed to detect diel differences in fish density and vertical
distribution. By averaging during the day and night, we did not detect the increased
activity occurring during low or ebb tide at dawn and dusk, which was characteristic of
the winter and spring in both years of the high-resolution time series. Fine-scale
information such as this may be important information for device siting and effect
mitigation, e.g. for commercially valuable species like Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar),
which may also target certain combinations of diel and tidal stage while migrating into or
out of rivers (Smith and Smith 1997, Lacroix and McCurdy 1996). Future studies should
be careful not to limit results with insufficient temporal resolution due to prior
assumptions of fish behavior.
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The high-resolution, long-term dataset also informed our interpretation and
continued use of the BACI study design at this site. The detailed time series allowed us
to determine that summary statistics obtained from our 24-hr surveys were likely to be
representative of the nearest 22 days, setting a limit on the time span to which survey
results may be extrapolated (Chapter 4). Furthermore, 24-hr surveys (as opposed to
shorter ones) were found to substantially reduce the amount of variation in multi-year
monitoring results, which should improve the power of BACI comparisons to detect even
small turbine effects (Osenberg et al. 1994). As more sites are developed for tidal energy
worldwide, implementing measures to reduce variation (e.g., 24 hour surveys, timed with
important environmental cycles) should be incorporated into monitoring plans from the
outset in order to improve chances of detecting and quantifying effects of MHK devices.
5.2.3 Detect the effects of operating MHK device
Our BACI surveys continued once the turbine was deployed in order to detect
turbine effects on regional fish presence (Staines et al. submitted, Staines et al. 2015).
However, only three surveys were completed while the device was in place, and these
provided mixed results regarding turbine effects on fish density (Staines et al., submitted)
and vertical distribution (Staines et al. 2015). The mixed results may have been due to
confounding factors during data collection, which included turbine state (for one survey
the turbine was rotating, for the others it was static) and construction activities (e.g. boat
traffic, divers in the water). The BACI design appeared able to detect anthropogenic
effects on fish density at the project site, supporting the design’s application in the
dynamic environments of tidal energy sites. However, more data need to be collected
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while the turbine is present and operational to determine if normal operation has an effect
on the local fish assemblage.
5.2.4 Probability of encounter with MHK turbine
Near to midfield data collected for the BACI study also served to estimate the
likelihood of fish encountering the MHK device. The vertical distributions of fish from
surveys of the project and control sites were used to inform a probability of encounter
model (Shen et al. 2016). This model combined the vertical distributions of fish from the
24-hr stationary surveys (Viehman et al. 2015) with vertical distributions from downlooking hydroacoustic transects starting 200 m upstream of the device and ending 10 m
upstream of it. By tracking numbers of fish at turbine depth over the 200 m approach to
the MHK device, the probability that fish upstream of the device would be at turbine
depth upon arrival was found to be approximately 5.8%. These transects provided a
much-needed link between the near- and far-field that is difficult to obtain using
stationary surveys, and which has not yet been done at other tidal energy device
deployments.
The transects also revealed that fish numbers began to decrease as far as 140 m
upstream of the MHK device. As no decrease was observed in control transects that took
place beside the device, this indicated avoidance behavior beginning as far as 140 m
upstream of the turbine. This is some of the first information on the behavioral
“footprint” of an MHK device; that is, the distance to which fish behavior may be
affected by its presence. At a distance of 140 m, the turbine would not be visible; if fish
were avoiding the device that far upstream, it may have been in response to acoustic
emissions (Popper and Schilt 2008) or hydrodynamic cues (e.g., low-frequency
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vibrations) detected by the fish lateral line system (Bleckman and Zelick 2009). No
hydrodynamic or acoustic measurements were made concurrent to these transects.
However, information gathered previously by ORPC (ORPC 2013) showed that certain
frequencies emitted by the rotating turbine would be above background noise levels up to
277 m away. Whether this noise was within the detection range of the fish species
present remains to be determined.
5.2.5 Informing future monitoring efforts
The 2-year time series of continuous data (Chapter 3) allowed us to examine the
potential for various study designs to capture changes in fish abundance over the seasonal
cycle. Subsampling the time series to simulate these different designs indicated that the
best method for sampling fish presence (e.g., passage rate, or some other metric of
abundance or density) in this highly variable environment was to incorporate
environmental cycles into survey timing and duration. The best design at this site was to
use 24-hr surveys, as in our BACI study, that were timed with the lunar cycle. These
surveys largely removed tidal and diel variation by encompassing those cycles, and
sampling several times per year (4 or more) provided similar levels of accuracy,
efficiency, and correlation with the actual trend in fish passage rate. Our BACI surveys
(Viehman et al. 2015) were mainly carried out near the neap tide, but did not hold lunar
phase constant. Unless surveys could be carried out at higher frequencies that would
allow the effect of the lunar cycle to be characterized (e.g., surveys several times per
month), BACI results could be improved in the future by adjusting survey timing to occur
at the same lunar phase each time.
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If shorter surveys (e.g. 1 hr or 12 hr) were used, they would introduce more
variation to results that could limit the abilities of BACI comparisons to detect device
effects. However, shorter surveys may be more applicable if shorter-scale changes are
the goal of a study; e.g., the effect of turbine installation and the corresponding
construction activities on fish presence at the site. The temporal representativeness that
we calculated for each sample duration could be used to determine the minimum
sampling frequency for a given time period to fully characterize fish passage rate
(median) and its variation (IQR). For 1-hr surveys, this would be one survey every 36
hrs, one 12-hr survey would be required every 14.5 days, and one 24-hr survey per 22
days. Sampling at the minimum necessary frequency to accurately capture the trend and
variation in fish presence can reduce the costs of a study by using resources more
efficiently while avoiding the need for continuous data collection.
We also explored the utility of single beam echosounders for providing more
accurate information on detected fish using a post-processing method called
deconvolution (Chapter 2). This method relies on statistical assumptions to correct the
final distribution of fish target strength (TS) for the effect of the beam pattern (Clay
1983). This had not been tested for a wide-angle single beam, such as the one used in our
BACI surveys. We also tested the method on a narrow-angle single beam data, which was
represented by split-beam that had not been corrected for beam pattern by the software.
We found that the method may work reasonably well for a narrow-angle single beam
with a short pulse duration (high sampling resolution), but that the method was not
sufficient for the wide-angle single beam using a long pulse duration (lower sampling
resolution). However, deconvolution requires many fish to be sampled in order to work
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well, and it was apparent that in some 24-hr surveys there were simply not enough
individual fish present to obtain good results. This method might enable single beam
surveys at tidal power sites to provide more useful information, such as fish size and
potentially species, but only at times when many (e.g., several hundred) fish can be
detected within a survey. Single beam transducers can always provide a relative metric
of fish density (volume backscatter, Sv), which we have previously used in our 24-hr
BACI surveys (Viehman et al. 2015, Staines et al. 2015, Staines et al. submitted).
Relative fish density may be a sufficient metric if the monitoring goal is to detect changes
in fish presence at a tidal energy site.
5.3 Summary
The studies of fish in Cobscook Bay, carried out at different spatial and temporal
scales relative to the MHK device, allowed us to form a more complete picture of device
effects. Fish at the site were small (generally < 20 cm) and represented numerous
species. We observed avoidance of the device with a rotating turbine as far as 140 m
upstream by using slight movements away from current direction, and even a static
turbine appeared to elicit this type of response at least 18 m upstream (Chapter 1). The
chance that a fish upstream of the MHK device may encounter its turbine was quite
small, on the order of 5.8%, and the chance that fish would enter the turbine was even
lower, 2.9% (Shen et al. 2016). Fish directly upstream of the device at close range (e.g.
within 3 m) tended to enter the turbine rather than evade it, especially at night (Viehman
and Zydlewski 2015a). At these close ranges, larger fish may be more successful in lastminute device evasion than smaller fish, as swimming power is directly related to length
(Beamish 1978). To better understand the fate of fish that enter the turbine, these results
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may be combined with those from laboratory studies, which are better able to quantify
fish strike and injury (Amaral et al. 2015, Castro-Santos and Haro 2015). We also
observed that fish may aggregate in the MHK turbine’s wake (Viehman and Zydlewski
2015a), and that this effect did not appear to extend beyond 7 m downstream of the
turbine (Chapter 1). Marine mammals and diving birds are drawn to areas where prey
aggregate (such as eddies and fronts), and such downstream fish aggregations have the
potential to attract these predators to operating MHK turbines (Waggitt and Scott 2014,
Williamson et al. 2015).
Fish presence at turbine depth, and therefore their potential to interact with the
MHK turbine, varied greatly over time and was related to environmental cycles and the
species and life stages of the fish present. The most prevalent cycles in fish passage rate
were related to the tidal, diel, and seasonal cycles, but rate was not dependent on current
speed. Instead, in Cobscook Bay, fish passage rates were often highest at night, and often
during the flowing tide, which may place them at greater risk of entering an operational
MHK turbine in their path. This result is in contrast with results of Broadhurst et al.
(2014), which indicated that the fish observed (pollack) were only present near slack tide.
This difference highlights the importance of considering each tidal energy site in the
context of the fish present and their behaviors with respect to the prevailing
environmental forces, as this determines the potential for spatial overlap between fish and
an MHK (Seitz et al. 2011, Bradley et al. 2015).
The links between fish presence and environmental conditions made it possible to
use dominant environmental cycles (tidal, diel, lunar, and seasonal) to inform study
design and improve the quality of data for detecting device effects. The BACI baseline
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dataset we have gathered to date (Viehman et al. 2015, Staines et al. 2015, Staines et al.
submitted) used 24-hr surveys, so is nearly the best-case sampling scenario at this site.
However, variation could be further reduced by ensuring these surveys are always carried
out at the same point in the lunar cycle. The BACI comparisons we have been able to
make thus far indicate that we are able to detect effects at the project site (Staines et al.
2015, Staines et al. submitted), but those effects we detected could not be attributed to
MHK device operation alone, and more data must be collected while the turbine is
present and operational before further conclusions may be drawn.
By comparing concurrently-collected single and split beam data, we also found
that narrow-angle single beam echosounders may be able to provide accurate information
on fish TS if deconvolution methods are used (Chapter 2). If monitoring questions do not
require accurate TS or position measurements of individual fish (perhaps using relative
indices of fish density, such as Sv, instead), then assessment costs may be reduced
substantially by using narrow-angle single beam echosounders rather than split beam. A
study design that incorporates the major environmental cycles into sample timing and
duration can also reduce cost by providing better-quality information with fewer samples
(Chapter 4). Finer-scale studies of fish interactions with devices would benefit from
targeting times of higher fish passage rates (e.g., in Cobscook Bay, at night during the
summer and fall; Chapter 3) to maximize the number of interactions captured in a given
observation window, and therefore extend the reach of limited project resources.
5.4 Conclusion
In Cobscook Bay, we were able to build a comprehensive picture of fish/turbine
interactions by combining studies on multiple scales. These studies were directly
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comparable because they all revolved around the same fish assemblage and MHK device
design. The results presented here are applicable to the fish species and life stages that
were present in Cobscook Bay during these studies, but some of the general findings may
be applicable at other locations. For example, small fish tending to move with the current
may be common to most tidal energy sites, as it is likely a result of the strength of the
current relative to the swimming power of the fish, which is directly proportional to size
across all species (Beamish 1978). The reliance of turbine effects on the spatial overlap
of fish and devices, which depends on environmental conditions and the corresponding
species- and life-stage-specific behaviors of fish, will also be a common theme at tidal
energy sites.
The comprehensive approach to monitoring a device (or array of devices) on
multiple spatial and temporal scales that we used in Cobscook Bay should be used at
other sites if a more complete, generalizable picture is to be built of the effects these
devices have on fish. What we learned here can be useful for informing future studies of
other sites and fish assemblages, even if a multi-scale approach is not possible. The most
important data to collect at a site will depend on the questions being asked, which may be
influenced by the priorities of regulators and other stakeholders. We found that a BACI
study design using several 24-hr surveys per year provided information that could be
used to answer a number of questions that arose over time. Results from those surveys
were useful in detecting anthropogenic effects at the project site, and also provided
detailed information on fish use of the water column and therefore their potential for
interacting with the MHK device. Data for use in BACI comparisons at tidal energy sites
can be improved by adjusting sample timing to account for the effects of dominant
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environmental cycles on the behavior of the fish species and life stages present. If fish
strike is a higher-priority concern than farfield effect detection, focus should be placed on
the device’s nearfield and fish behavior should be interpreted in the context of the fish
assemblage (which may change over time and between sites) and the cues emitted by the
device.
As device installations scale up, monitoring efforts will need to evolve. The
methods presented here are tailored for monitoring the near- and mid-field effects of
MHK devices on fish, but new methods will need to be developed to address farfield
effects.
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